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A bstract
The linear a  model and its extension, Quantum Hadrodynamics 3 (QHD-III) are 
discussed. QHD-III is a gauge-invariant model of the strong interaction based on 
the linear cr model, which is made locally invariant under SU(2)l x SU(2)r . Parity 
conservation is imposed. The gauge bosons p and ai are made massive via a Higgs 
mechanism as in the standard model. The low-energy symmetries of QCD, the ability 
to evaluate corrections coming from meson loops and the derivation of unambigu­
ous conserved currents is used to motivate QHD-III. A renormalized irir scattering 
amplitude to 1-loop using Feynman diagrams in the linear <r-model is derived. The 
renormalized corrections due to vector boson exchange are also calculated in QHD- 
III and explicitly shown to be negligible when their masses become large. The pion 
decay constant to 1-loop is also calculated and discussed. The gauge invariance of 
the theory is analyzed and exploited to identify the physical pion and to considerably 
simplify the QHD-III lagrangian. The 1-loop effective action of the linear a model 
is derived and its predictions are shown to be identical to the amplitudes calculated 
using Feynman diagrams. The 1-loop effective action of QHD-III is discussed and 
shown to provide an explicit proof of the decoupling theorem.
ix
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Chapter  1
Introduction
The precise description of hadronic physics at low energies in terms of quarks and 
gluons and the interactions of QCD is a problem that remains to be solved [1]. This 
thesis discusses a model of the strong interactions where the effective degrees of free­
dom are mesons and baryons [2]. The motivation for working with the bound states 
of  QCD instead of the fundamental degrees of freedom that are the building blocks 
of those bound states, stems from the non-perturbative nature of QCD at low ener­
gies and from the many phenomenological successes of effective theories of mesons 
and baryons. As examples of the latter, consider briefly nucleon-nucleon interactions 
(N N ), the single-particle shell model, vector meson dominance and electromagnetic 
exchange currents.
Yukawa was the first physicist to point out that the N N  interaction can be un­
derstood qualitatively, and quantitatively in terms of mesons as the carriers of the 
strong force [3]. The long range part of the N N  interaction stems from the exchange 
of the lightest meson, the pion (n-*, 7 r° )  with quantum numbers (J n, T ) =  (0~,1).
1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic, radial part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. Taken from [5]
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The intermediate-range attraction stems, to a good extent, from the exchange of a 
correlated pair of pions that can be parameterized as a single scalar field called the 
<x (0+,0) [4]. As for the short-range repulsion, much of it can be described by the 
exchange of the uj (1“ ,0). These qualitative features of the N N  interactions are 
displayed in Fig. 1.1. Furthermore, the saturation of nuclear m atter can be under­
stood qualitatively by considering a simple relativistic quantum field theory called 
the a — uj model that involves only three fields: the nucleon field t/>, the uj meson 
field and the a  field <f> which parameterizes correlated two-pion exchange [1]. The 
lagrangian that describes the interactions of these mesons in the a — uj model is:
£  =  0[z‘7p(5m -  -  (M  -  g3<j>)]rl> + ^  [(d„d>)2 -  m?d>2]
+  ( 1.1)
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Figure 1.2: Saturation curve for nuclear m atter. Taken from [1]
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A mean field treatment of this lagrangian (where ga and gu are treated as free pa­
rameters [6]) yields a saturation curve (Fig. 1.2) for nuclear m atter which is robust 
against collapse. If one were to take the heavy nucleon limit of Eq. (1.1), then the 
exchange of ct’s and u's  would give rise to a nucleon-nucleon potential of the form:
V(r) = gl e~m*r 
Air r
g] e~m,r 
Air r ( 1.2 )
Such a static, non-relativistic, potential can be shown to be unstable against 
collapse by a variational calculation [1]. It is thus seen that in this relativistic 
mean field theory, nuclear saturation is a purely relativistic effect. By adding more
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mesonic intermediate states, the N N  potential can replicate the measured data to a 
high degree of precision [7].
The single-particle shell model (SPSM) [1, 8] can also be simply reproduced by 
considering a  mesonic relativistic mean field theory [9, 10]. In the SPSM, nuclei are
composed of nucleons that occupy single particle eigenstates of a model potential.
Upon filling the levels of a particular nucleus, the spin and parity of that nucleus can 
be predicted by ascribing all its properties to the last nucleon as it moves through the 
model potential. The total field seen by the last nucleon can be modeled by a square 
well, a harmonic potential or a combination of the two. The Schrodinger equation 
for that potential is then solved. The nuclear eigenstates with their corresponding 
spin and parity then coincide with the wave-functions of the last nucleon upon filling 
the lower levels. This picture is incomplete as evidenced by the fact that it yields the 
wrong spectrum of nuclear excited states. One must also account for the fact that 
as the nucleon moves through the nucleus, a spin-orbit splitting will occur. Mayer 
and Jensen [8] were the first to point that out and add to the Hamiltonian a term 
of the form:
H' =  —a(r)l- s (1.3)
With the inclusion of this spin-orbit term, the SPSM now predicts both the magic 
numbers of nuclear stability, and the spins and parities of the nuclear levels with re­
markable success (Fig. 1.3). This success is also reproduced by a relativistic quantum 
field theory of baryons and mesons such as the one given in Eq. (1.1). In the mean 
field treatment of this hadronic lagrangian [9, 10], when the mesonic fields are re­
placed by their average values, the solutions to the Dirac equation of the nucleon that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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evolves through this mean field yields the correct shell structure: in this framework, 
the spin-orbit splitting and all the other complexities of the shell model Hamiltonian 
are automatically taken care of simply by fitting a few bulk properties of nuclear 
matter. The success of a hadronic description of the nucleus also sheds light on the 
applicability of hadronic field theories. Consider the fact that in the shell model, 
the nucleons inside a nucleus can be described as independent particles moving in a 
mean field created by the other nucleons. But the average distance between nucleons 
in a nucleus is d «  1.8 fm while the quarks and gluons are confined to a radius «  1 
fm [11]; thus one would expect significant overlap between the wave-functions of the 
constituents of neighboring nucleons which would modify and destroy the success 
of the shell model. The fact that the shell model describes the data successfully 
suggests that a hadronic description of strong interactions works beyond the length 
scales one would expect such a picture to break down1.
Electromagnetic interactions are also well described within an hadronic frame­
work. For example, the vector meson dominance model (VMD) [12, 13] allows 
one to parameterize the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons in terms of vec­
tor meson poles. VMD is a framework which incorporates the experimental fact that 
electromagnetic interactions of hadrons are dominated by vector mesons when they 
contribute to the amplitude. The process by which vector mesons can dominate 
electromagnetic interactions can be visualized in terms of quarks by noting that an 
incoming photon can turn into a quark/anti-quark pair qq before interacting with 
the target hadron. This qq pair has the quantum numbers of a neutral vector meson
t I t  shou ld  be  n o ted  th a t  in th e  a  —  u j  m odel, th e  w avefunctions o f th e  fields do overlap.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.3: Level orderings in the SPSM in relativistic mean field theory. Here, [n] is the total 
number of eigenstates available to nucleons up to a given level, (n) is the degeneracy of a particular 
energy level; the notation used is nl j  where n  is the number of nodes in the radial wave function, 
I is the orbital angular momentum and J  =  / — 1 /2 ,/+  1/2. The parity of the energy level is given 
by ( - I ) 1- The SPSM including the spin-orbit term  reproduces the magic number 2,8,20,28... of 
nuclear stability. Taken from [1]
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Figure 1.4: e~ir+ —> e~jr+ and e+e~ —» 7r+ 7r" in VMD.
r +
which in turn interacts with the target hadron (Fig. 1.4). Thus, all the gluonic con­
tributions and all other QCD complexities associated with the intermediate virtual 
qq pair can be modeled successfully by substituting in physical vector mesons.
The coupling between the photon and the vector meson is expressed by the field 
current identity [14] for flavor SU(3):
/ e m  _  m l < 3 )  m l  m l
9p 9* 94>
where gp is the p-nucleon coupling, g„ is the w-nucleon coupling and g# is the <f>- 
nucleon coupling. These terms in the electromagnetic current allow the photon to 
turn into a neutral vector meson at tree level. The application of VMD to the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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determination of the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons works quite well. For
example, at tree level the pion form factor in this model is given by:
F .(? 2) =  —2----- 2 ‘  r  , (1-5)
The last term in the denominator takes into account the finite width of the p. Com­
parison of |F,r(<72)|2 with the data in Fig. 1.5 [15] shows a very good fit in both the 
space-like and time-like regions;2 thus, VMD is applicable for both 7r+7r-  production 
and e- 7T scattering. In this framework, the p meson provides the entire structure of 
the pion. The derivative of the pion form factor at q2 =  0 yields the pion charge 
radius:
/  2  \  -  ( o T
{ < ) '  =  6 - =  0.62 fm ( 1.6 )dq2
This also agrees well with the measured value of (r2)a =  (0.66 ±  0.01) fm [16, 17].
Electromagnetic exchange currents also demonstrate the usefulness of a hadronic 
description of nuclei [1]. Electromagnetic exchange currents are two-body contribu­
tions to the current that arise from the interactions of an incoming photon with two 
interacting nucleons moving through the nucleus; the photon can interact with the 
mesons exchanged between the nucleons or via pair creation as shown in the Feyn­
man diagrams of Fig. 1.6 [18]. These two-body electromagnetic interactions modify 
the one-body current to:
=  X M l)(x*';x ) +  53 4 2)(x ;’x; ; x ) ( L7)
1=1 t < j = l
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Figure 1.5: The pion form factor for space-like and time-like q2. Taken from [15]
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The last sum can be extracted from the diagrams of Fig. 1.6. The inclusion of the 
exchange currents in the calculation of the magnetic moment of 3He yields a value of 
fi = —2.078 nm which is closer to the experimental value of y. — —2.127 nm than the 
Schmidt value of / j .  =  —1.913 nm [1]. Consider also the magnetic form factor of 3He. 
Fig. 1.7 [19, 20, 21] compares the experimentally measured magnetic form factor of 
3He with calculations done with and without the inclusion of exchange currents; the 
dashed curve is the theoretical prediction where the exchange currents are neglected 
while the solid curves includes them. The data indicate that the exchange currents 
are necessary and even dominant at high q2 where hadrons more massive than the 
pion can contribute; at low q2, the pion exchange contributions are supported by low- 
energy theorems. These results demonstrate how successful a hadronic description 
of nuclei can be.
An update on recent progress in quantum hadrodynamics can be found in [22]. 
After this brief discussion of the role of hadronic theories in nuclear physics, we now 
turn to building the hadronic model which is the subject of this thesis. To do so, a 
discussion of QCD is first required.
1.1 Q C D
All fundamental interactions (with the exception of gravity) are believed to emerge 
from the requirement that the universe be locally invariant under sets of transfor-
2T h ro u g h o u t th is thesis, th e  m etric  is used . In th is  m etric , space-like m o m en ta  sa tisfy  g2 <  0 while
tim e-like m o m en ta  sa tisfy  g2 >  0.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.7: Elastic magnetic form factor for 3He from [20]. Two exchange current theories are 
shown from a) [21] and b) [19].
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mations (groups) given in table 1.1 [23, 24]. The requirements that each point in 
space-time be invariant under a symmetry transformation in some internal space 
leads to the appearance of gauge bosons. For instance, if the universe is required 
to be invariant when each point in space-time is assigned an arbitrary phase, elec­
tromagnetic interactions emerge: the carriers of the electromagnetic force, photons 
denoted A^ in field theoretical notation, emerge out of the requirement that the 
universe be invariant under arbitrary f /( l)  transformations.3 If one requires as well 
that the universe be invariant when each point in space-time is assigned an additional 
arbitrary phase in a 2-dimensional internal space (called weak isospin or SU(2)w), 
weak interactions emerge. The combined SU(2)w  x f/(l)y  symmetry of the universe 
links electromagnetic and weak interactions to form what is known as the electroweak 
interaction of the standard model [25, 26, 27, 28]; the carriers of the weak force are 
the weak bosons denoted W*  and ZM. The fundamental theory of strong interactions 
is also believed to be a gauge theory called Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD). If 
the universe is required to be invariant when each point in space-time is assigned an 
arbitrary phase in a 3-dimensional internal space, the carriers of the strong force, 
the gluons denoted G“ , appear. The QCD lagrangian is given by:
Table 1.1: Fundamental Interactions
Interactions Symmetry group Transformation Gauge bosons
Electromagnetism U{ 1) V»'(x) =  e‘fl^ 0 ( x ) K
Electroweak SU{2)w  x U (\)Y =  e?r  '
Strong SU( 3) xj)'{x) =  p(x) G“, a  =  1 ...8
3 W ith  th e  co n stra in t th a t  th e  tran sfo rm atio n s be  an a ly tica l an d  d ifferentiable.
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( 1.8)
where r/>, represents the quark fields and the G“ are the gluon fields. The expression 
for the spinor above is:
t  \  u
d
c
s
t
b
with u = u„
\ u b
with uT =
(  \  
« r l
Ur2
Ur3
UrA
(1.9)
The relations (1.9) describe six flavors of quarks (up, douin, charm, strange, top, 
bottom) and three different kinds of charges called color (red, green, blue). There 
are therefore a total of 18 different quarks: 3 charges x 6 different flavors of quarks. 
Each of these quarks also possesses an anti-particle which brings the total number 
of fermions to 36. Quarks of the same flavor but of a  different color have the same 
mass. The mass matrix therefore has the form:
m u 0 0 0 0 0
0 m d 0 0 0 0
0 0 m c 0 0 0
0 0 0 m 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 m t 0
0 0 0 0 0 7726
where
m u =  1.5 to 5 MeV 
m<f =  3 to 9 MeV 
mc = 1 .1  to 1.4 GeV 
m 3 =  60 to 170 MeV 
m t =  173.8 ± 5 .2  GeV 
m6 =  4.1 to 4.4 GeV
( 1. 10)
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The mass matrix above and the corresponding values for the masses [29] is diagonal 
in the color subspaces. The gluon field strength is given by:
Gl„ =  d»Gl -  duG\ +  g . f aieGbllG ',  (1.11)
where f abc are the structure constants of SU(3). The number of gluons is equal to 
the number of generators of SU (3), thus a runs from 1 to 8 [23].
QCD has two distinctive properties: confinement and asymptotic freedom. Both 
of these properties stem from the non-abelian nature of the group SU(3), and the 
fact that the gluons carry charge and interact non-linearly as can be seen from Eq. 
( 1.11).
Confinement is the observation that strongly interacting particles appear only in 
combinations that form color singlets. Hence, quarks and gluons, which carry color, 
can not be observed as free particles but instead must be confined to the interior 
of hadrons. At low energies, or at large distances, only mesons and baryons can be 
observed.4 If an individual quark is knocked out of a  hadron, a qq pair can emerge 
from the vacuum for example. Figuratively, the q will remain in the hadron while 
the q will pair up with the outgoing quark to form a color singlet bound-state: a 
meson.
Asymptotic freedom is the property that at high energies, or at short distances, 
the coupling constant asymptotically goes to zero [30, 31, 32, 33]; hence, strongly 
interacting particles can be approximately described as free particles at high energies. 
Therefore, at energies > 1 GeV, one can use perturbation theory and expand S-matrix 
elements in powers of the coupling constant. At low energies however, the strength 
of the coupling constant is larger; at energies of around 1 GeV, the coupling constant
4 E x o tics m ay also be  observed.
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is of 0 (1) and the perturbative expansion in powers of the coupling constant fails. 
To solve the strongly interacting problem at low energies, non-perturbative methods 
become necessary. Such a method is lattice gauge theory (LGT) [34, 35]. In LGT, 
QCD is projected unto a grid of labeled points with a spacing a that represent 
a  discretized form of space-time. The physical limit is the continuum limit when 
a —>■ 0 and the labeled points merge into the points of space-time; discretizing space­
time allows numerical solutions to QCD to be calculated, regardless of the size of 
the coupling constant. This numerical approach to QCD requires huge processing 
power and as of now, LGT is still far from being able to describe the interacting 
nuclear problem and can at this time only describe some of the static properties of 
hadrons. Thus, in order to describe strongly interacting dynamical systems in the 
absence of a full solution of QCD at low energies, one is left with model building. 
The construction of these models must somehow incorporate both phenomenology 
and the known symmetries of QCD at low energies.
If the quarks were massless, in addition to the SU{3) gauge symmetry, QCD 
would also have a global SU(6)l x SU(6)r  symmetry that acting in flavor space. At 
low energies, where one can neglect the heaviest quarks and keep the two lightest, 
the up and down quarks, this global symmetry reduces to global SU{2)i  x SU(2)/*; 
in other words, QCD is approximately invariant under flavor isospin rotations and 
chiral symmetry at low energies. In the chiral limit (m , =  0), the QCD lagrangian 
reduces to:
C = -  '-g.X* • -  l- G „  ■ G T ,  (1.12)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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which is seen to be invariant under the transformations:
16
0 ' =  e * ipq Isospin Transformation
0 ' =  ' ^ 0 , Chiral Transformation (1-13)
with the gluon fields invariant. Here, the transformation matrices act in a  truncated 
two-dimensional flavor space with basis vectors composed of the top two components 
of Eq. (1.9):
*. = l “ l <114)
It is noted that the QCD lagrangian would still be invariant under isospin transfor­
mations if all the quarks had the same mass, but that mass terms always violate
chiral symmetry. The violations to chiral symmetry are therefore of the order of the 
pion mass. The fact that Eq. (1.12) is invariant under SU{2)l, x  SU(2)r  can be seen 
by making a change of variables:
0?* =  ^(1 +  75)0,, 0 ,l =  ^(1 - 7 s ) 0 „  0 , =  0,fi +  0,£ (1.15)
In terms of these new variables, Eq. (1.12) becomes:
£  =  ‘^ X a -G IM ,R
■ 01)]* ,4  -  • G - ,  (1.16)
Eq. (1.16) is now clearly invariant under the following right and left transformation:
0 ' fl =  e“ j r ' 0 r 0 ,k  0 ' l  =  0 , l  SU{2)r  Transformation ^
0 qR = 0,K 0 qL ~  e~*T * ^ 0 ,* - SU(2)l Transformation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Low-energy QCD also appears to undergo a dynamical breakdown of the SU (2)l x  
SU(2)r  symmetry to SU(2)v [36]. This dynamical symmetry breaking leaves the 
ground state vacuum invariant under isospin transformations only: the generators of 
chiral transformations do not leave the ground state vacuum invariant. The genera­
tors are said to be broken. Goldstone’s theorem [37] requires the appearance of mass- 
less fields called Goldstone bosons for each broken generator; the three pions are the 
Goldstone bosons corresponding to the three broken generators of chiral symmetry. 
The fact that pions are the Goldstone bosons of a dynamically broken approximate 
symmetry described by the lagrangian of the non-linear cr-model (introduced below) 
is reflected in their low mass, and the agreement between the predictions of the chiral 
symmetry breaking scenario and low-energy phenomenology5.
To model the strongly interacting problem at low energies, one must be guided by 
the low-energy symmetries of QCD and by phenomenology. In particular, a chiral 
symmetry with broken generators must be incorporated into the model. Further­
more, boson exchange models and confinement suggest that mesons mediate the 
strong force at low energies; it should be possible to take into account corrections 
due to meson loops. Phenomenologically, the existence of conserved vector and (par­
tially) conserved axial-vector currents is observed in weak processes such as /9-decay 
and inferred in the success of the V-A theory of weak interactions [38]; these currents 
should be derivable from the model. Finally, to have predictive power, the number 
of parameters in the model should be minimized. In particular, in a hadronic model 
based on mesons and baryons as effective degrees of freedom, the model should be 
constructed in such a way as to constrain the number of mesons in a systematic way,
5 See th e  section  on effective lagrangians below.
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because of the existence of the large number of mesons that could potentially be 
incorporated into the model.
1.2 T h e  a -m o d el and effective lagrangians
A lagrangian which would possess the features described in the last paragraph would 
most likely be a good model of low-energy strongly interacting physics. Such a 
lagrangian would constitute a low-energy approximation to the QCD lagrangian. 
The low-energy limit of the lagrangian of a fundamental theory such as QCD is called 
an effective lagrangian: effective lagrangians incorporate the high energy dynamics 
of the underlying theory in a few adjustable parameters that are fit to data and are 
generally easier to use.6
An example of an effective lagrangian that possesses the low-energy symmetries 
of QCD and which gives rise to conserved vector and axial vector currents is the 
linear cr-model [39, 40] whose lagrangian is given by:
C =  “  9*{s +  *75T • ^)YP +  r • 3M7r)
-^•A(s2 +  7r2 -  v2)2 +  es +  £ ct, (1-18)
where ip is the nucleon field, es is the chiral symmetry violating term and Cct is the 
counterterm lagrangian. The term es gives rise to a pion mass which violates chiral 
symmetry; in the chiral limit: e =  m*. =  0. The fields 7r and s are pseudoscalar 
isovector and scalar isoscalar fields respectively. The lagrangian of the cr-model is
®The c u rre n t th ink ing  is th a t  th e  S tan d ard  m odel lagrangian  is itself an  effective lagrangian  o f a  m ore fundam ental 
th eo ry  whose ch aracteris tic  scale is th e  Planck scale.
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invariant under the following set of isospin infinitesimal transformations:
1>' = (1 + i ^ r - a ) ^
7 r ' =  7T — Or X 7T (1-19)
with s invariant and a  the transformation parameter. Eq. (1.18) is also invariant 
under the following chiral infinitesimal transformations in the chiral limit:
=  (1  + -/375)V>
7r' =  7r — s/3
S' =  S  + /3- 7T (1.20)
Noether’s theorem [41, 42] states that to every symmetry of a lagrangian there cor­
responds a conserved current. The conserved currents can be easily derived from 
the transformation properties of the fields above and lead to the following conserved 
vector and axial-vector currents:
T m =  V^>7m7*7/> +  7r x 3m7t V ector current
=  ^ 7 7^5Tt/> — 7r5Ms +  sdprt A xial vector current (1-21)
These currents are conserved in the chiral limit and satisfy: =  3MA M =  0. In
the physical limit when e ^  0, the partially conserved axial current (PCAC) relation 
is obtained:
=  —£7T ( 1 .2 2 )
The symmetries of the linear tr-model can be made manifest by expressing the nucleon 
field in terms of left/right fields similar to those in Eq.s (1.15):
rpR =  ^ (1  + 7 s ) 0 ,  0£. =  ^ ( 1 - 7 s ) 0 ,  0  =  V’f t +  ■(/)£,, (1.23)
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and by combining the scalar and pseudoscalar fields to form a matrix:
X = ^ = ( s - i r - n )  (1.24)
In terms of these variables, the linear cr-model lagrangian becomes (putting for the 
moment t — 0 ):
£  =  i i^ R ln d ^ ip R  +  -  v /2<7ir(0LXt '0H +  i ’R X i’L)
- b ^ r ^ x ^ x )  + ^ tr (xfx) “  ^ t r (x fx ) 2 (1-25)
It is now straightforward to verify that the linear cr-model lagrangian is invariant 
under the following SU{2)il x SU(2)r transformations:
’P'k = c~ iT ' eR tpR; =  0 l;  x ‘ = ‘ ~ iT ' g n X SU (2)r
4>'r = </>«; i>'L =  e ~ i T ' e HL - ,  x '  =  X ^ T ' e L  S U (  2)1(1.26)
Thus, the linear cr-model already has two desirable qualities for a candidate effective 
theory of low-energy strong interactions: it possesses conserved vector and axial- 
vector currents and it possesses the same symmetries as low-energy QCD. The linear 
cr-model is also an example of a theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking [23]. 
The potential in Eq. (1.18) has the form of a Mexican hat (Fig. 1.8) when v2 > 0 
and t  =  0 :
V = I a ( s 2 +  7T2 — v2)2 (1.27)
From Fig. 1.8 , it is clear that the potential will be minimized only when the fields 
are non-zero. The vacuum is therefore filled with a condensate of the mesonic fields 
whose vacuum expectation value (VEV) is non-zero. The strongly interacting vacuum
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Figure 1.8: Mexican hat potential. Taken from [23]
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is invariant under spatial reflections and should have a positive parity, thus the VEV 
of the pseudoscalar fields must vanish and only the scalar field develops a non-zero 
condensate: (7r) =  0, (s) ^  0. Furthermore, since the vacuum now distinguishes 
between the scalar and pseudoscalar fields, the vacuum can only be invariant under 
transformations that do not mix them. From the transformation properties given 
in Eqs. (1.19) and (1.20), it is seen that chiral symmetry is broken, and all that 
remains is invariance under isospin transformations. The original SU(2)c x SU(2)r 
symmetry has been spontaneously broken to SU(2)v-
When e 7^  0, the Mexican hat “tips” and the minimizing conditions are:
dV d A  . .  2 2 2 \2  I n
a 7  =  ^ l4 A (5  + *  ■ ” > ~ “ 1 =  0
=  =  0 <L28) 
The “tipping” of the Mexican hat is at the origin of the pion mass. In solving the 
above equations, the VEV can be chosen in such a way that the nucleon field in the 
lagrangian (1.18) acquires the correct nucleon mass M. With this condition in mind, 
after the SSB, the scalar field becomes:
M
s =  (s) — cr, with (s) =  a0 =  — . (1-29)
9*
The quantum fluctuations of the s field are represented by the a  field which contains 
all the remaining dynamics of the original scalar field. Solving Eqs. (1.28) leads to 
the SSB potential:
V =  A-(mW+mW) +  ^ + « . )  _  r t-zp i p  + ( i .3o)
where:
e  V r n l - m l
-  T.' A - ~ u T ' (L 31)
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It is seen that the explicit violation of chiral symmetry is entirely contained in the 
pion mass. Thus, the linear cr-model is a spontaneously-broken hadronic field theory 
that is globally invariant under SU{2)l x SU(2)r transformations and from which the 
corresponding conserved vector and axial-vector currents can be derived. The linear 
cr-model is also renormalizable and requires the measurement of only two parameters: 
<7* and m„. All these symmetry features are characteristics that were sought in a 
candidate effective theory of strongly interacting physics. Indeed, the linear cr-model 
gives a good qualitative description of low-energy strongly interacting physics at tree 
level; including corrections coming from loops does not improve agreement, however 
[43]. The reason why including loops does not improve the agreement between the 
predictions of the linear cr-model and the data is rooted in the fact that strongly 
interacting physics at all scales is predicted once just two parameters have been 
measured. The higher energy physics is much more complicated than that since 
contributions from heavier mesons and their interactions not included in the linear 
cr-model lagrangian could become important. Although the linear cr-model offers a 
systematic way of calculating corrections to tree level results, it eventually leads to 
wrong predictions.
Chiral perturbation theory (xPT) [44, 45, 46, 47, 48] is a method that allows the 
systematic calculation of loop corrections to tree level amplitudes without any as­
sumption about the short-scale physics. In xPT, the loop expansion coincides with 
a momentum, expansion which is a good expansion parameter at low energies. The 
chiral lagrangian of xP T  is constructed by writing all possible terms that are consis­
tent with the low-energy symmetries and which are of a certain order in momentum 
[43, 45]; here, the pion mass and the derivative of the pion field are considered to
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be of the same order within the context of the momentum expansion. Thus, the 
xP T  lagrangian can be thought of as a sum of lagrangians of increasing order in 
momentum. For example, the lowest-order chiral lagrangian is the lagrangian that 
is composed of terms that are quadratic in the momentum, that are invariant under 
SU(2)l x SU(2)n and also consistent with Lorentz invariance, parity, and G-parity7. 
One can prove that the most general lagrangian that can be written with those
requirements is the non-linear cr-model lagrangian [23]:
£a =  F% Q v . f / W  +  x*£/a )  (1.32)
Xib is the chiral symmetry breaking term that generates a mass for the pion. F  has 
the dimensions of mass and sets the scale of the problem; it is related to the pion 
decay constant [24]. UA is a dimensionless dynamical field with the following relation 
to the pion field:
Ua = j {<t, , r), UAUA = 1. (1.33)
Here, repeated indices are summed and A =  0 , . . . ,  3. Three observations can be
made from the above constraint:
1) The scalar field in the non-linear cr-model also develops a condensate:
1 7T2
< T = F ~ 2 T  + “ ‘ (L34)
2) The pionic self-interactions come from the expansion of the scalar field.
3) From the relation n 2/ F 2 < 1 , it is seen that the actual expansion parameter 
is p/F .
7 G -p a rity  is an  o p era tio n  which com bines charge co n jugation  w ith a  ro ta tio n  in isospace a ro u n d  th e  y-axis.
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There are many different representations of the non-linear cr-model; the above rep­
resentation is called the square-root representation. It is also worth noting that the 
non-linear cr-model is the limit of the linear cr-model when m„ —> oo.8 
The covariant derivative in Eq. (1.32) is defined:
V„f/° = dpU° +  gpaiJ J i
=  d ^ - g ^ ^ - g ^ U 0 i=  1,2,3 (1.35)
The origin of this definition for the covariant derivative will become transparent 
when the QHD-III lagrangian is discussed below. The two isovector fields a*, pJ, are 
pseudo-vector and vector fields respectively. They are classical, external fields that 
act as sources for the pion fields: functional derivatives with respects to these sources 
yield S-matrix elements. They can be decoupled from the problem by putting the 
coupling constant gp to 0 .
The next order lagrangian is composed of terms quartic in the momentum that 
are invariant under SU{2)i x SU{2)r but that are also consistent with Lorentz 
invariance, parity and G-parity:
C 4 =  1 , ( 7 ^  • V"(/)2 + ^ (V ,!/ • V,(/)(V<‘(/ • V ^ )  +  l3(Xjk • I/)2 
+ U (VmX*6 • V"t/) + k ( U F ^ F ^ U )  +  f6(VMt / F ^ V M )
+ M x  • U)2 +  / l iX*6 • Xsb +  h2tTFpuF li‘' + h3x  ■ X (1.36)
As seen above, ten new parameters are needed to describe the 0 (p *) lagrangian.9 
These terms are the next-to-leading-order corrections due to virtual processes occur­
ring at short length scales. The generality of £ 4  assumes nothing about the structure
8 In th is  th es is , th e  non-linear tr-m odel is defined by E q. (1.32).
9T he  in tro d u c tio n  o f th e  Reid X  is no ted . It is p ro portiona l to  th e  q u ark  m ass difference (m u — m j )  a n d  therefore
represen ts a n  isospin b reak ing  te rm . Its con trib u tio n  to m ost G reen ’s functions is negligible [44].
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Figure 1.9: Pion loop coming from C2
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of the vacuum at these short length scales except for general symmetry principles 
and the application of quantum mechanics. The chiral lagrangian to one loop is 
given by:
£  =  £ 2 +  £ 4 (1.37)
There should also be 0(p*) corrections due to loops (Fig. 1.9) stemming from the 
interactions of C2. Because of the generality of £ 4, these loop corrections must be 
of the form of the terms in Eq. (1.36).10 Thus, as first pointed out by Weinberg, 
any divergence coming from the loop integrals can be absorbed in the parameters of 
£ 4, thereby renormalizing them. Despite the large number of parameters that must 
be measured and fit to data, the xPT  approach still possesses predictive power and 
works quite well [49, 50].
10 Pow er co un ting  m ethods can  be used to  prove th a t  loop corrections can  no t co n trib u te  to  term s of lower o rder 
in  th e  m om entum  [44, 45].
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In the preceding sections, it was seen how low-energy strongly interacting physics 
has to be modeled because of the inapplicability of perturbation theory in powers of 
the coupling constant which is large in QCD. Because of confinement, the observable 
degrees of freedom at low energies are baryons and meson, not quarks and gluons; a 
discussion of the er — u  model, the shell model, vector meson dominance and electro­
magnetic exchange currents showed how successful a hadronic formulation of strongly 
interacting physics can be. The required criteria for a candidate effective theory of 
low-energy strongly interacting physics was discussed, and it was argued that any 
such model should be globally SU(2)l x  $U(2)r  invariant, generate conserved vec­
tor and axial-vector currents, allow for spontaneous symmetry breaking and permit 
the calculation of corrections to tree level amplitudes in a systematic fashion. The 
linear cr-model was shown to possess these features but assumed too much about the 
structure of the short scale physics to describe the data accurately; a discussion of 
the chiral perturbation theory approach followed and was seen to be very successful 
phenomenologically due to its generality reflected in the large number of parameters 
that must be fit to data. A good effective model would be one that retained much 
of the simplicity and all of the desired features of the linear cr-model, but with an 
increased number of parameters that assumes less about the short scale physics and 
that incorporate important large-scale phenomenology due to the presence of heavier 
mesons.
Quantum Hadrodynamics 3 (QHD-III) [2] is such a model which retains all the 
features of the linear cr-model but includes additional mesonic fields that are in­
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troduced in a gauge-invariant way. The starting point for building the QHD-III 
lagrangian is the linear <r-model lagrangian given in Eq. (1.25). The first thing to 
note is that this lagrangian has an additional symmetry: it is invariant under the 
following strong 1/ ( 1 ) transformations:
ip'L =  e‘*0£, xp'R =  e,erpR £/(!) transformation (1.38)
with all other fields invariant. 11 One can make the linear <x-model lagrangian locally 
invariant under U{ 1) transformations12 by introducing covariant derivatives:
+ igvU^ipLR =  D ^ lr (1.39)
The new field u has the following transformation property under U{ 1): u ->
+  l/<7v ^ 0 . has the same parity and charge conjugation quantum numbers
as the photon, and must therefore be massive since no massless meson with these 
quantum numbers exists. Since it is not phenomenologically necessary to retain this 
strong U{ 1 ) gauge invariance13, one can add a mass term by hand which breaks the 
gauge invariance14. Substituting in the covariant derivatives (1.39) into (1.25) and 
adding kinetic energy and mass terms for the field leads to the lagrangian:
£  =  i^R-y^D^xpR +  -  V2g^(ipLx ^ R  +  'IrX'Pl)
+ ^ tr(0 „x t3 '‘x) +  ^ t r ( x fx) ~  ^ r ( x fx )2
+ X- m u (1-40)
11 T h e  pion field is no t invarian t u n d e r e lectrom agnetic  ( / ( l )  transfo rm ations.
12T h e  tran sfo rm atio n  is sa id  to be  local when th e  p a ram e te r 0  depends on  x .
13T h e  QCD lagrang ian  (1.16) is also  invarian t u n d e r th e  tran sfo rm atio n  (1.3S) w ith th e  nucleon field replaced 
by th e  q u a rk  fields; In Q C D , i t  represen ts qu ark  baryon  nu m b er conservation an d  co rresponds to  a  good q u an tu m  
num ber. T h e  Q H D -III C /(l) local invariance is u n re la ted  to  baryon  num ber.
H T h e  m odel is still renorm alizable because th e  couples only to  th e  conserved baryon  cu rren t.
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where
— dvu)p (1-41)
is the field strength tensor. This u c a n  be identified with the physical meson of the
same name which is phenomenologically important in strongly interacting physics. It
was first introduced in theoretical nuclear physics by Nambu [51]. Since the field 
is invariant under SU(2)i x SU{2)r transformations, the lagrangian (1.40) retains 
this global symmetry of the linear cr-model.
This strong SU(2)l x  SU(2)r symmetry can now also be made locally invariant 
by letting the transformation parameters O lr  of Eq* (1-26) depend on x. This local 
invariance allows the introduction of left and right gauge bosons in a minimal fashion 
through the covariant derivatives of the fields:
D ^ l =  • 1
DMrj}R =  (d» +  i g ^  +  Gt  • r „ ) i pR
D»x = + ^G {t  • r„)x -  \ G x {t  - l„) (1.42)
The requirement that the lagrangian be invariant under parity15 forces the cou­
plings to 1^ and r M to be identical.
It is now necessary to give mass to the and r M fields which will eventually 
represent the p and ai mesons. The masses could be inserted by hand, but that would 
violate SU(2)l, x  S U ( 2 ) r  gauge invariance and current conservation. Instead, in this 
model, the masses are generated in a gauge-invariant way via a Higgs mechanism 
[23] similar to what is done in the standard model.
15 S tro n g  in te rac tio n s a re  invariant u n der parity .
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The Higgs sector in QHD-III is composed of eight fields that come from two 
complex doublets: one doublet that transforms under SU (2)i  while being invariant 
under S U ( 2 ) r  transformations, and vice versa:
/
01 
0 2
0fi =
02
(1.43)
/  L
Covariant derivatives are introduced that couple to the 1M and gauge fields:
Dm0l  =  + l- G r  • 1 „)<j>L
D ^ r = ( d ^ ' - G r - r ^ R  (1.44)
The Higgs lagrangian is given by:
C h  =  \ { D ^ r ) ' { D ^ r ) +  {D,4>l ) ' (D-4>l ) \ + i h , ( ‘,A ' P r  +  4 > 'M
— I M U r )2 +  M U l)2} (1.45)
When h2h > 0, this lagrangian allows for SSB. The couplings between the gauge 
bosons and the Higgs fields generate mass terms for the left and right fields. Since 
the purpose of the Higgs sector is to generate mass terms for the gauge bosons, 
terms that are invariant under SU(2)l x S U ( 2 ) r  and that directly couple the Higgs 
fields to the (cr, 7r) sector are not included in the QHD-III lagrangian for the sake of 
simplicity.
After substituting in the covariant derivatives (1.42) into the lagrangian (1.40) and 
including the Higgs sector after SSB, the following QHD-III lagrangian is generated16:
C m  = + £<t- u + Ck + £ h - (1-46)
16T his lagrangian  is expressed in th e  u n i t a r y  gauge; a  discussion of th is  lag rang ian  in o th e r  gauges is given in 
C h a p te r  3 o f th is thesis.
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In Eq. (1.46) Cn is the nucleon lagrangian:
CN =  +  i9vV» +  o9pt  ' +  ThO. )^]
i
2 '
—(A/ — gva) — ig*jsT • 7r'}0 , (1-47)
where gp is the vector meson-nucleon coupling constant introduced earlier in Eq. 
(1.35) and the represents the al meson. 17 The meson lagrangian is given by:
=  ^ l ( ^ 7r' +  9e ° a n +  g,,*' x p j 2 -  m 2,7r' • 7r']
+  ^ [(dpa- -  g Pn '  ■ a p )2 -  m 2c72]
- g p<70aM • (5M7r' + gP(rap + gpn ' x pj 
.  ™ l  ~  m l> _  { J l  , ^  ™ l  -  m l  I  2 . _ / 2 \ 2  n  . O X+  — ^ --- <r(o- +  *  j  + 7r J • O-48)
We note the presence of a bilinear term which couples the a\ field directly to the 7r' 
field. It is also noted that the kinetic energies of the 7r' and the a  fields involve the 
covariant derivatives:
(9 M7r; +  gpa a p +  g ^ '  x p M) 2 and {d^cr -  gp-n' • a p)2 (1-49)
These are just the covariant derivatives introduced in Eqs. (1.35) with the substitu­
tions 7r'‘ —y U' and cr —► — U°.
The gauge boson kinetic energy lagrangian is given by:
- F  F*u +  - i  1
4 2
CK =  - J Flil/ >“' m 2vVpV » - - R llu-R.»>' + - m 2pp t l -p»
- l- A ^  ■ A*"- +  i ( m j  +  g X ) a ,  ■ a*. (1.50)
17T h is  lag rang ian  is expressed in te rm s o r th e  physical fields an d  coupling  con stan ts  where th e  following re la tio n s 
hold: G  =  >/2gp. * P  =  ^ ( r p — lp ) an d  p M =  - ^ ( r M +  1M). T h e  q u a n tu m  num bers o f th e  a M and  p,* a re  (1+ ,1 )
a n d  ( l ~ t 1) respectively.
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The vector meson field strength are given by:
A m1/ =  d^a,, -  x a„ +  x p u)
=  d^pv — 3„pM -  gp{pll x p„ + a M x a„) (1.51)
We see from the above that the mass of the «i comes out naturally bigger than 
the mass of the p. This is so because the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the a
sector gives the square of the a i mass term a contribution <7* a* on top of the mass
contribution coming from the Higgs sector. The final Higgs lagrangian is:
Cm = -  , n W )  +
1 +  +  C ! ) ] ( P „  • p" +  • < • ' )
+(<7Pm PC +  • a<1
(1-52)4 m p 16 m 2p 4mp 32 m 2p
where:
2 l _ a  2 _ 8/4 _ 4m 2 x _  ^  coN
Ptf -  2 m W’ u ~  Aw “  gj  ’ X h ~  m j  ' (L53)
From the eight original Higgs fields, only two have survived: the scalar t] and the
pseudoscalar f. The other six fields were “eaten” by the six gauge bosons to give
them their longitudinal polarization states.
To remove the bilinear term in Eq. (1.48), the following change of variables is
needed:
a» —► a„ + ^ —r O ^  , 7r =  — 7r, =  — m*. (1.54)
m a  T T l p  T T la
The resulting lagrangian after the change of variables and its corresponding Feynman
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rules are given in appendix A . 18 One might wonder about the need to introduce the 
di field in a  model of low-energy strong interactions since its role in nuclear physics 
is minimal. The role of the ai in this model is to make the model invariant under 
chiral symmetry.
The gauge invariance of the QHD-III lagrangian limits the number of mesons 
in the model while incorporating the most phenomenologically important vector 
mesons. The model allows the derivation of conserved vector and partially con­
served axial-vector currents. The model is globally (as well as locally) invariant 
under a spontaneously-broken SU(2)l x  SU(2)r  symmetry. Finally, the model al­
lows the calculation of corrections stemming from meson loops and will be shown 
to be renormalizable to the order worked to in this thesis. Thus, the construction 
of a model that is consistent with phenomenology and the low-energy symmetries of 
QCD has been achieved. 19
1.4  O u tline and resu lts
In this thesis, only the meson sector of QHD-III is considered for the sake of sim­
plicity. In this way, dealing with axial anomalies is also avoided. To investigate the 
model, it is of interest to look at three things: 1 ) the simplest physical processes 
calculated to one-loop, 2) the exploitation of the gauge invariance of QHD-III which 
distinguishes it from other massive Yang-Mills models and 3) its one-loop effective 
action. We highlight the principal new results with bullets.
Ever since it was proved that QCD reduces to a theory of non-linearly, self­
18 A sim pler rep resen ta tio n  of th e  Q H D -III lagrangian  is given in C h a p te r  3 o f th is  thesis.
19T h is m odel also co n ta in s anom alies in th e  baryon sec to r. T hese  axial anom alies can  be removed; they  are 
discussed in de ta il in [2] an d  a re  only m entioned  here for com pleteness.
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interacting mesons in the large Nc limit in the 1970’s [52, 53, 54], interest in hadronic 
theories was revived. For QHD-III in particular, this development shows that a loop 
expansion in the mesonic sector can be interpreted as a \ /N c expansion, and is non- 
perturbative. Thus the first part of this thesis is concerned with the evaluation of 
the one-loop corrections to the tree level results of the two simplest processes: the 
amplitudes for 7T7T scattering and pion decay are calculated to one-loop. The first 
part of this thesis is essentially composed of the paper [55] that appeared in Physical 
Review C in September 1998.
First, the invariant 7T7T scattering amplitude -M**-*.,™- is expanded in a Feynman 
diagram series to 1-loop in the linear <r-model. Twenty diagrams are evaluated to 
0 ( g in the chiral limit, m* =  0 , with m 2 s.
• To renormalize this scattering amplitude, the divergent parts of the countert­
erms <JM, 8\ and S: are extracted from the cr, cr2 and a3 vertex functions, and 
it is shown that these counterterms cancel all the divergences in to
0(g*), as well as the divergences in the a  4-point function as expected in a 
renormalizable theory.
The result obtained in the isospin t-channel with M.acM =  8ac8bd-M is
M  =  [/3t + a xt2 +  a 2(s2 -j- u2)j 
1 1
.20
+ F 4 16ir2 ~  j  ln -4- ~  ~  t2) ln; 4I  m t  12 m i<T O
(1.55)
20 In M  3 , t ,  u a re  tlie  usual M andelstam  variables.
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where:
a  =  ± ! i - s  
P ~  F2 \ * 167T2 F 2
+2(JM +  <fA)J ,  (1.56)
1 1 49 2 frtP . . ,,
0(1 =  " F ^ T 6^ T 8 +  ^ (2^  +  <Ja]’ (L57)
1 1 2
q 2 = F 4 16tt2 9
=  ~ f i l i f a J r ( l ); ^ f in i te .  (1.58)
The tree level pion decay constant is given by:
F  =  cr0 =  —  (1.59)
9ir
It is noted that:
• the calculation of M. was repeated started from the chirally transformed cr- 
model and its very different Feynman rules and interactions, and identical results 
were obtained.
The O(glgl)  corrections to .M due to the exchange of vector mesons are next
calculated within the context of QHD-III in the chiral limit with m 2 ^  m 2 ^  s .21
• All divergences are cancelled and the model is renormalized with the countert­
erms modified by the g2 corrections to the 1-loop diagrammatic expansions of 
the <r, a2 and cr3 vertex functions.
21 T he  heavy  a  Held of the  linear <?-m odel a n d  Q H D -III is different from  th e  light phenom enological a  used in N N  
m eson exchange m odels discussed a t th e  beginning o f th is  ch ap ter.
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The calculated corrections are:
3p 1 m
mi 16tt2 F 2 |  — 12  +  6 —y  In—|-I m2
m2
+ 9 - f
™ 2
, Tn„ 131f ( - )  +  la4r -  In - j-  +  —
1)
mi
_1_
O’2
Sp
F 2 m 2 167T2
p
, m 2 85 T ( - )  +  l n t r  -  l n ^  -  —
2 Sa.  _ <7,2 <S- . g l  s,
2_
O’2 (1.60)
- 8 % %  +  2 % %  -  4 % %  +  - f a ( 2 J „  +  * a ) ,  ( 1 .6 1 )m* m* m* m* rn* m* m*rr*i  i  m i m i m i m% 'ic2p <T p <7 p a  CO
Saco =
Su =
1 g;  1
F 2 m 2 16tt2
2  V5p a 2
26 , m l
-X- + l n - rm p J
+ 2 - 4 %m ;  m *
P  o
r(i) S x ^ - 2 6 ^  ^  = e ^ n i l S3p finite. (1.62)
167T2’ ‘ P 167T2 ’
• To 1-loop, it is evident that the g2 corrections become negligible with respect 
to the result (1.55) in the limit m p —> oo, and that the gauge bosons decouple.
Note that QHD-III reduces to the linear a model when g„ = 0. This presentation of 
results for the 1-loop expansion of .M is followed by an analysis of pion decay.
The axial current matrix element (OlAJjTr*) in the cr-model is calculated to 1-loop; 
from it, the pion decay constant Fv is identified. The tree level result is simply the 
VEV of the scalar field, <r0. The 1-loop corrections to F„ in the linear cr-model are:
m i
F- - ^ { ‘ +  | + 3 2 ^  ai - ( ^  +  £aU .  (1-63)}■
• The renormalization of the pion decay constant is accomplished by using the 
same counterterms evaluated to 0 (g *) for 7T7T scattering, and it is seen that the
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coefficient of the tree-level term in M is the inverse square of the pion 
decay constant to this order:
(L64)
The matrix element (0|/4J1|7rJ) is next considered in QHD-III so as to identify Fv in 
that model.
• At tree-level, the pion decay constant of the a  model is replaced by I/ F* =
1 R 2 + <7P7 <
• To next order, it is found that the 1-loop corrections violate local current con­
servation in this model; this matrix element to 1-loop is therefore neither gauge- 
invariant nor renormalizable: to that order, it is not an S-matrix element of the 
theory.
Thus the model can at best provide a phenomenological description of the strongly 
interacting nuclear sector. In the process of performing these calculations, the QHD- 
III counterterm lagrangian with coefficients {<£., 8^, 5\, 59p, ...} is derived as well as 
all the Feynman rules.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, an in-depth analysis of the gauge invariance of QHD- 
III is performed. The content is essentially the same as what appeared in Physical 
Review C in April 99 [56]. Chapter 3 begins by discussing the S U {2 ) i ,  x SU(2)r 
locally invariant lagrangian (1.40). The gauge bosons, the «i and the p, are origi­
nally massless. This toy model is different from QHD-III since no mass terms are 
introduced nor generated via a Higgs sector. It is shown, however, that the SSB
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that occurs in the linear cr-model still generates a mass for the a x. Working in an 
arbitrary £ gauge, it is then shown that the field originally identified with the pion 
acquires a ^-dependent mass, which identifies it as a fictitious particle; the field that 
was originally identified with the pion field is labeled as n '  to distinguish it from the 
physical pion. Looking at nucleon-nucleon scattering indeed demonstrates that the 
7t' exchange diagram is always canceled by the f  dependent part of the a x exchange 
diagram.
• The disappearance of the real pion in the gauged cr model is forced by gauge 
invariance and demonstrates the need for massive gauge bosons with mass pro­
vided from outside this sector of the theory. Chapter 3 contains an independent 
illustration of that fact.
In QHD-III, pions appear as the physical Goldstone bosons. As described in the 
previous section, the vector meson masses are generated from a Higgs sector, and 
the model is gauge-invariant.
• The gauge invariance is used to diagonalize the lagrangian in an arbitrary f  
gauge so as to avoid the original, momentum-dependent, diagonalization proce­
dure used in [2].
This new diagonalization scheme produces a considerably simpler representation of 
QHD-III than the representation given in [2]. It is shown how, to 0 (g p)1 the new 
diagonalization procedure is equivalent to simply rescaling the pion field by the ratio 
m p/ m a instead of the momentum-dependent change of variables (1.54).
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, the 1-loop effective action of the linear cr-model and
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QHD-III is discussed. In this section, the background field method [45, 57, 58, 59] 
is used to calculate all pionic matrix elements of the lagrangians to 1-loop. In this 
method, quantum fluctuations (1-loop corrections) about a classical field configura­
tion are extracted:
0’(x) =  0‘(x) +  5<t>\x) (1.65)
where 0 ' is a generic field standing in for all the fields in the model (isoscalars, 
isovectors, vector bosons, etc), 0 ‘ are the corresponding background, classical fields 
and 8<f>% are the quantum fluctuations. The background fields satisfy the equations 
of motion; using these equations, all the heavy fields can be expressed in terms of 
the pion field and its derivatives. Once all the fields have been expanded about 
their classical solutions as in Eq. (1.65), the path integral over all the fluctuations 
is performed. The path integral over the fluctuations leads to an effective action of 
the form:
S = J d 4x[ £  + AC) (1.66)
C is the original lagrangian expressed in terms of the classical fields while A £  are 
the new terms that arise after the path integral is performed; AC  is then expanded 
in powers of the momentum to 0 ( p A).
• Because of the complete generality of the 0 (p 4) xPT  lagrangian of Eq. (1.36), 
the momentum expansion of AC  should only yield terms of the form that appear 
in Eq. (1.36). Indeed, this is seen to be the case in the 1-loop effective action 
evaluation of both the linear a-model and QHD-III lagrangians.
Chapter 4 begins with a description of the background field method.
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• The 1-loop effective action of the linear <r-model is calculated in an arbitrary 
renormalization scheme.
To do this, the effective action of the linear cr-model is shown to be separable into the 
effective action of the non-linear <r-model and the corrections coming from virtual 
<7 exchange. The non-linear cr-model effective action to 1-loop is re-derived and 
verifies the result obtained in [43]. The corrections coming from a exchange in an
arbitrary renormalization scheme is then calculated with the following results for the
parameters appearing in Eqs. (1.32) and (1.36):
1 1  = | 3m'  M I 7 )
2 2 2(47t)2 6 J
* \ f r _
Fh *  =  F 2X + 2 ( ^ + 1 )*
1 1 z' 17 - 67\
1 4<7 (47r)2 \  6 "^36 /
1 (X  17\
2 ”  (4tt) 2 \3  +  18J
1 1 / l l r  19\
3 ”  2g (4tt) 2 V 4 +  12/
1 /A  5 \
(4tt)2 \12  +  72 )I
/# =  - j - f A + i r
6 (4tt) 2 \ 6  36,
l7 = 0 
l 1
kl '  U + (4*)*12 
h2 =  0
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h 3 =  0 (1 .6 7 )
where A contains the divergences:
A =  r ( - )  + ln 47r - l n - f  (1.68)
2  /1*
There are also unitary log terms that give rise to the logs in Eq. (1.55). This result 
is shown to be equivalent to the result previously obtained by Gasser and Leutwyler 
with their renormalization condition [43] .22
• From this 1-loop effective action, the pion decay constant to 1-loop is extracted
from the first equation of (1.67) and is shown to be identical to Eq. (1.63)
obtained using Feynman diagrams. The irir scattering amplitude to 0 (g *) was 
also calculated and shown to be identical to the result previously obtained using 
Feynman diagrams [55];
The l-loop effective action of the QHD-III lagrangian is next set up. The operators 
appearing in A £  are calculated and the heavy fields are expressed in terms of the 
pion field using their equations of motion.
• The tree level result for the pion decay constant is calculated and shown to be 
identical to the result stemming from a Feynman diagram calculation.
• The l-loop result for the 0 (p 2) term of the effective action is shown to be renor­
malized using the counterterms calculated in the Feynman diagram expansion.
The other l-loop terms fail to be renormalized however. The calculation is a long 
and difficult one and the origin of the failure is still under investigation.
22T h e  te rm  I *  differs by I/[2 (4 ir)J] from  th e  resu lt quo ted  in [43]. I believe my resu lt to  be correc t.
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In summary, this model has been shown to possess the following features required 
of a good model of low-energy strong interactions: it is invariant under the symme­
tries of low-energy QCD, including chiral symmetry; the model allows the derivation 
of conserved vector currents and partially conserved axial-vector currents; this model 
has a minimal set of parameters from which corrections stemming from meson loops 
can be calculated as seen in Chapter 2 of this thesis. In particular, this gauge- 
invariant model is simpler than other massive Yang-Mills theories which require a 
momentum-dependent change of variables which is avoided in QHD-III as seen in 
Chapter 3 of this thesis. Lastly, this model also allows the prediction of parameters 
appearing in chiral phenomenological lagrangians, including corrections coming from 
vector meson exchanges as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Pion-Pion Scattering and Pion  
D ecay in QHD
[What follows is a reproduction of the published paper [55].] QCD is very suc­
cessful at describing hadronic interactions at high Q2 where perturbation theory is 
applicable. At low Q2 however, non-perturbative methods must be used and most 
quantitative predictions can not be extracted directly from QCD. Models that are 
designed to describe low Q2 hadronic interactions must be guided by the symmetries 
of QCD and phenomenology. It is a fact that QCD possesses global S U ( 2 ) l x S U ( 2 ) r  
symmetry and that large scale processes must involve meson loops because of confine­
ment. Phenomenology also reveals the existence of conserved vector and (partially) 
conserved axial-vector currents. QHD-III [2] is a relativistic quantum field theory 
that incorporates these features: in this model, hadrons are the effective degrees 
of freedom and the vector mesons that couple to these currents, the p and the aj, 
are introduced as the gauge bosons of a local S U [ 2 ) l ,  x  S U { 2 ) r  <t — u> model with 
pions (see below). The vector mesons are made massive via the Higgs mechanism 
(although the Higgs scalars do not contribute to the order considered in this paper)
43
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and the model is renormalizable.
A further motivation for QHD-III is the fact that simpler versions of QHD based 
on {N\<t,uj} and {N] cr,u, 7r} have had significant phenomenological success [1]; 
hence, it is of interest to see how far this description can be extended. A simi­
lar model with vector mesons was developed in [60]. For models with vector mesons 
in nonlinear chiral lagrangians, see [61, 5, 62, 63, 64]. For early work on the subject, 
see [69]. The consequences of the present model have not yet been explored. In the 
final analysis, the currents of QHD-III allow the theoretical exploration of strongly 
interacting systems and processes, while incorporating meson loop corrections.
This paper calculates to l-loop the two simplest amplitudes in the meson sector 
of this model (the baryon sector is not included in this initial investigation): wtt 
scattering and pion decay. First, the invariant 7T7T scattering amplitude is
calculated to l-loop to 0 (g *) and to 0{g*g2p) in the limit m 2a 3 > m 2 »  s with =  0 . 
To renormalize this scattering amplitude, the divergent parts of the counterterms 
are extracted from the cr, a 2 and cr3 vertex functions, and it is shown that these 
counterterms cancel all the divergences in to O(gl) and to O(glgl), as well
as the divergences in the cr 4-point function as expected in a renormalizable theory. 
To l-loop, it is also argued that the gauge bosons decouple in the limit m p —>• oo. 
Note that QHD-III reduces to the linear cr model when gp =  0. Second, pion decay is 
analysed by looking at the axial current matrix element (0 |i4 ] j7rJ) in the a  model to 
l-loop; from it, the pion decay constant is identified. To renormalize the pion decay 
constant, the same counterterms evaluated to O(gl) are used, and it is verified that 
the coefficient of the tree-level term in is the inverse square of the pion decay
constant to this order. The matrix element (OIAJJtt') is next considered in QHD-III
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so as to identify the pion decay constant in that model. At tree-level, the pion decay 
constant of the a  model is replaced by 1 / F 2 =  1/ct2 +  <7p/m 2. To next order, it is 
found that the l-loop corrections violate local current conservation in this model; 
this matrix element to l-loop is therefore neither gauge-invariant nor renormalizable: 
to that order, it is not an S-matrix element of the theory. Thus the model can at best 
provide a phenomenological description of the strongly interacting nuclear sector. In 
the process of performing these calculations, the QHD-III counterterm lagrangian 
with coefficients {<S-, 8^, 5\, 5gp, ...} is derived.
2.1 Q H D -III
The model is constructed as follows: start with the a — ui model with pions [1] (we 
use the conventions in (2 ]):
£ = xhliYidu + igvVn) -  <7*(s + 1 7 5T • tt)]0 + + d^ird^n)
- l A ( s 2 +  7T2 -  u2)2 -  +  l-m 2v V ^  +  es +  £ ct, (2.1)
where es is the chiral symmetry violating term and Cct is the counterterm lagrangian. 
The QHD-III lagrangian is constructed as follows (details are given in [2]): this 
lagrangian is first made locally invariant under S U {2 ) l ,  x  SU{2 )/j; this results in 
the appearance of the and r M gauge bosons coupled to conserved currents. These 
bosons are given mass through the Higgs mechanism. The mass matrix is then 
diagonalized and the I^ and rM fields are replaced by the new generalized coordinates, 
the p  and a M. The 0(4) symmetry is spontaneously broken by giving the scalar 
field a vacuum expectation value (s = cr0 — cr with a0 =  This in turn yields
a bilinear term in the lagrangian that must now be diagonalized by redefining the
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pion and a\ field. The end result for the meson sector is:
o f 1 “  ~2 ) +  (— d** +  9paa o +  9p*  x Pp)2
2  LV m p/ 171 o
1  r . »  T T I q  * 2  2  1  i t  r  \
+  ”  9p ------ t t  • ■ ( ^ m  +  — ^  x  P „ )I  m„ m 0
In the above, the a i mass is given by m \  =  m 2 +  g2a^ with mp the p mass and 
gp the p—nucleon coupling constant. Eq. (2.2) is referred to as the “diagonalized 
lagrangian” and reduces to the linear a  model when gp =  0. C'an contains the “new” 
interactions that appear when the pion and a\ fields are redefined; to 0 ( g 2) it is 
given by:
2
£'<nr — [o ^ fr  • dM7r “  • d^nd^a ] . (2.3)m-
2.2 R esu lts
The scattering amplitude is considered first to 0{g*) by putting gp =  0 and then to 
0{g2g2). The loop integrals are done using dimensional regularization in the metric 
(+,-,-,-), and it is assumed that m v =  e =  0  as well as m 2 m 2 3 > s, t, u where s, t 
and u are the Mandelstam variables (for discussions regarding the m a —> oo limit of 
the linear a  model, see [1 , 43, 65, 6 6 ]). To 0(g*) in the t-channel, the amplitude is 
M ac,bd =  M S ac6b({ with:
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Figure 2.1: irir scattering.
P u °  5 , c
" a r.  r- _
P2'& p4,d
M  = [fit +  a i t2 +  a 2(.s2 +  u2)] 
1 1
+ F4 16tt2
t . —t 1 - o 2 .2 \ i
- 2 ln< - T 2 ( j 5  + “ _ i ) l n ^  
1 -u (2.4)
m*
16tt2 F 2
+  2 (^  +  ^ ) H 2 .5 )
1 1 49
«i = +F4 16tt2 18 m 2 F 2*[2 Jm +  Ja]i
1 1 2
a 2 = F4 167r2 9 (2 .6 )
Here, 1 / F 2 =  1/cr2 =  g l /M 2, £a} are of O(gl), and y  parametrizes the
renormalization conditions. The amplitude M. does not depend on y\ the countert- 
erms and the running coupling constant conspire to ensure that. The subscripts are 
defined in Fig. 2 .1  and twenty diagrams contributed to the above result.
Note the first term in (3 is just the tree-level amplitude. Note also that the unitary 
corrections in the second line of Eq. (2.4) has the log structure in Mandelstam 
variables first derived by Lehmann [67]. The divergent parts of the counterterms are 
obtained by considering the cr 1-point, 2 -point and 3-point functions. The result to
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l-loop is:
llS
M 2 M 2 16tt2r(§); 6\ = - 2 6 ^ (2.7)
with 5. finite. One can check by direct substitution that the above counterterms 
determined from the scalar sector cancel the divergences occuring in the 7r7r scattering 
amplitude. This verifies the counterterms calculated in [23].
For the scattering amplitude to O(glgl), the gauge bosons from QHD-III con­
tribute another fifty diagrams. The corrections to the parameters /?, a i and c*2 are:
#  =  4 f i +m 2 V 167T2 F2i — *»; ln» 4m 2
+9-
m
rn
f ( - )  +  ln47r — In
m:
ft
131 
2 +  162 } )
+ 2  h i ,m
f a t  =
1 A
F2 m 2 1 67t2
+  ( 8 - ^  Sz -I— -(5 -I- S\),
m 2 a 2 )  a 2 
,2
( 2 .8 )
2  r
q  3p d g P , 0  U p  “ z  .  zip ” p  
- o —“ —7 +  ^ o —7 ~  4 —7 —7 +m 2 m 2
92 S
m 2 m 2
g S
m 2 m 2
Scto = l g;  1 F 2 m l 167r2
2 1
?  +  l»=Smpi m 2„ m lP  <z
( 2 +  (2.9)
(2. 10)
Now, in Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10) and in the coefficient of the log terms in Eq. (2.4), 
1 /F 2 =  l /c r l+ g l/m 2p to O(glgl) as required by unitarity. The counterterms become:
M .
16tt2 1 Sx =  - 2 < 2 - u >
The calculation is carried out in the unitary gauge. It is shown that the divergent 
contributions to amplitudes in the scalar sector are gauge-invariant; this is proved
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using the non-diagonalized lagrangian which maintains explicit current conservation 
at each step. Here, S3p can be determined from p decay, and it is finite. Note that 
8Z has acquired a divergence. Upon substitution of Eqs. (2.11) into Eqs. (2.8) and 
(2.9), it is found that the amplitude is now finite to 0 {g 2g2)\ note that the a  4- 
point function is also made finite with these counterterms. Hence, the irn scattering 
amplitude is now rid of all infinities (as is the entire scalar sector).
Consider pion decay in the <x model. From the axial current, Fv is calculated to 
l-loop to be:
<L 3 m 2
r ( f ,  +  ln4* — I n = f  + l - ( 5 .  + S,) . (2.12)
2  32tt2 o-2
First, note that the counterterms given in Eqs. (2.7) cancel the divergences in Fv. 
Second, notice that to 0(g*),  F~2 is identical to 0  given in Eq. (2.5). This verifies 
a well known property of the cr model in the chiral limit [24].
From the axial current of QHD-III, the tree level pion decay constant is found to
be:
F« =  ——<t0 = ( 1  +  £ - a l \  2 <t0, (2.13)
m a \ m
or I f  F2 =  l/(Tg -|- g2/rn2. This result was first obtained by Gasiorowicz and Geffen 
[60] (see also [4b]). From the first term in Eq. (2.8), it is seen that the relationship 
between the pion decay constant and the 7T7r scattering amplitude in the chiral limit 
is also verified in QHD-III at tree-level.
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2.3  D iscu ssio n  and con clu sion s
50
Consider the 0(g lg2p) corrections to the 7T7r scattering amplitude, Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10). 
As rap —> oo, Sai,Sa2 —> 0. This can be seen directly from Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) by 
noticing that to this order, i) 5gp is finite in this limit and ii) the 0 ( 1 / m l )  terms 
are to be neglected so that the only surviving contributions from the counterterms 
are those of the a  model in Eqs. (2.7). Note also that the tree-level correction of /? 
[the first term of Eq. (2.8)] goes to zero in that limit. However, in this amplitude, 
the limit m p —> oo must be taken without violating the constraint m l / m 2p 1 but 
finite. This constraint implies the appearance of a new (quadratic) divergence in (3 
proportional to m 2a. The In m l / p 2 divergences in [3 and 5(3 are already absorbed in 
the renormalization of the parameters of the lagrangian and need not be considered 
further. The new quadratic divergence in renormalizes the pion decay constant to 
l-loop in exactly the same fashion; in [6,7], it is shown quite generally that the linear 
a  model reduces to the non-linear <j model in the limit m a —>• oo and that quadratic 
divergences have no observable effect to l-loop. In 5(3, note that the l-loop corrections 
are finite constants in the heavy mass limit subject to the above constraint. They are 
thus negligible with respect to the quadratic contributions in (3. Hence, the gauge 
boson contribution to the scattering amplitude becomes negligible in the heavy mass 
limit: the QHD-III scattering amplitude reduces to the cr model amplitude in the 
limit mp —> oo with m l f m 2p 1 but finite. 1
The decoupling of the ai and the p can be understood more generally as follows:
'S in c e  th e  l- lo o p  corrections in 0  an d  5 0  becom e larger then  th e  tree-level term s in th e  lim it m p , m a  —f  oo, 
tak in g  these lim its in o u r sca tte rin g  a m p litu d e  is q u estionab le  since we used p e r tu rb a tio n  th eo ry  to  o b ta in  ou r 
re su lt. However, 4 -po in t functions can  be used to  co n stru c t effective lagrangians in th e  heavy m ass lim it [65], and 
o u r  s c a tte rin g  a m p litu d e  would have th e  sam e s tru c tu re  as th a t  effective lagrangian .
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from the lagrangian given in Eq. (2.2) and the definition of m a, it is seen that 
the gauge bosons decouple from the it and the a  when the gauge fields are rescaled 
according to pp =  />' /m p and ap =  a 'J m p and the limit m p —> oo is taken; this 
procedure results in the lagrangian of the linear a model (for a similar discussion 
in the linear a model see [1]). This suppression in inverse powers of the mass is 
essentially the decoupling theorem [6 8 ].
Now consider pion decay in QHD-III. When the l-loop correction of the matrix 
element (OlA^n-7) is evaluated using the axial current derived from the QHD-III 
lagrangian, it is found that the counterterms given in Eqs. (2.11) fail to cancel all 
of the divergences; it is also explicitly found that this matrix element is not gauge 
invariant to l-loop in QHD-III. This violation of current conservation occurs because 
the pion acquires a strong isospin charge when the vector mesons are introduced as 
gauge bosons as is the case in QHD-III; hence, in a process which destroys strong 
isospin charge such as pion decay, vector and axial-vector isospin current conservation 
is violated , 2 and that process is not an S-matrix element of QHD-III.
In summary, the renormalized tttc scattering amplitude has been calculated to 
l-loop in the a model and in QHD-III in the chiral limit for small external momenta 
with respect to the masses. The pion decay constant has been calculated to l-loop 
in the a  model and it is shown explicitly that F~2 =  /?. It is also shown that this 
relation holds at tree-level in QHD-III. It is argued that the gauge bosons decouple 
from the pion and the a in the heavy mass limit. The l-loop correction to F* in 
QHD-III is seen to violate strong isospin current conservation; thus, the model can
^E lec tro m ag n etic  charge also d isap p ears  in pion decay. O f course, it is carried  off in th e  lep ton  sec to r. T h e  a u th o r  
knows o f no  sim ple  way to fix up  s tro n g  vector and  ax ia l-vector isospin cu rre n t conservation  in th is  m odel for pion 
decay.
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at best describe the strongly interacting nuclear sector.
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C hapter 3
Gauge Invariance in QHD
[What follows is a reproduction of the published paper [56].] Hadronic models have 
had significant phenomenological success in describing the many-body strongly in­
teracting system at low energies [1]. These models take hadrons as their effective 
degrees of freedom. The lagrangians of hadronic models are constructed in such a 
way that they reflect the symmetries of QCD, while incorporating low-energy phe­
nomenology. In particular, these models must give rise to conserved vector and 
partially conserved axial-vector currents, and they should include the exchange of 
mesons which are known to carry the strong force at low energies. The mesons should 
be introduced such that corrections coming from meson loops are consistently cal­
culable within the model. Since there is a large number of mesons, any model based 
on meson exchange must find a consistent way to choose the relevant mesons; this 
can be achieved by introducing them as gauge bosons.
Briefly, QHD-III [2] is a gauge-invariant hadronic quantum field theory based on 
the gauged a — lj model with pions. The cr — uj model is built from the linear cr model 
with the u> introduced as a massive if( 1) gauge boson (see below). When the global
53
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SU(2)l x SU(2)r  symmetry of the a — u> model is made local and parity conservation 
is imposed, the p  and its chiral partner, the a x, appear as the gauge bosons. The 
p  and the a x are made massive by the inclusion of a Higgs sector composed of two 
complex doublets: one transforming under SU(2)l and the other under SU(2)r ; 
the doublets couple to the gauge bosons through their covariant derivatives. This 
procedure for giving mass to the p  and the a x is very similar to the one used to give 
mass to the weak bosons in the standard model, and preserves the gauge invariance 
of the model. Keeping the gauge invariance allows the unambiguous derivation of 
the strong conserved currents. A small symmetry-breaking term is included to yield 
massive pions. The resulting lagrangian has a minimal number of massive mesons 
which couple to conserved vector and axial-vector currents; in this model, the a x 
naturally comes out heavier than the p.  The lagrangian is also renormalizable [2].
As shown below, the physical pion disappears in a hadronic model based on the 
gauged <t model. 1 To retain the pion, the gauge bosons must be given mass. In 
contrast to QHD-III, the usual procedure [69, 60, 61, 70] is to put in the same mass, 
mp, by hand for both the p  and the a x. The spontaneous symmetry-breaking (SSB) 
that occurs in the a  sector provides an extra contribution to the mass of the a x 
making the a x mass, ma, larger than the p  mass, mp. However, introducing mass 
terms for the gauge bosons by hand violates current conservation, and loops can 
no longer be calculated unambiguously. Furthermore, because of the SSB in the a 
sector, the a x and the gradient of the pion mix, and the resulting lagrangian must 
be diagonalized. The diagonalization of the lagrangian is carried out by making a 
change of variables involving the a x and the gradient of the pion. The final lagrangian
‘T h is  po in t lias also been previously in d ependen tly  n o ted  in [5]
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is complicated because of the introduction of momentum-dependent vertices due to 
the gradient of the pion.
In a gauge-invariant quantum field theory such as QHD-III [2], one can make 
a gauge transformation to diagonalize the lagrangian instead of making the above- 
mentioned change of variables. The result is a considerably simpler lagrangian where 
no new momentum dependent vertices appear. In particular, to 0(g*), the diagonal- 
ization of the lagrangian is equivalent to the rescaling of the pion field by the ratio 
mp/m a. This work details the derivation of this new representation of the QHD-III 
lagrangian.
This paper begins by discussing the S(7(2)/, x 5(7(2)/* locally invariant cr — u  
model with pions. The gauge bosons, the a\  and the p, are originally massless. It 
is shown that the SSB gives a mass to the a^. Working in an arbitrary £ gauge, it is 
shown that the field originally identified with the pion acquires a ^-dependent mass, 
which identifies it as a fictitious particle; what looks like a pion is labeled as 7T; to 
distinguish it from the physical pion. By looking at nucleon-nucleon scattering, it 
is shown that the rr' exchange diagram is always canceled by the f  dependent part 
of the CLi exchange diagram. The disappearance of the real pion is forced by gauge 
invariance and demonstrates the need for massive gauge bosons with mass provided 
from outside this sector of the theory.
QHD-III is then reviewed. In this locally gauge-invariant model, pions appear 
as the physical Goldstoue bosons. Here, the vector meson masses are generated 
from a Higgs sector, as in the a model. Gauge invariance is used to diagonalize the 
lagrangian in an arbitrary £ gauge so as to avoid the original, momentum-dependent, 
diagonalization procedure used in [2]. This new diagonalization scheme produces a
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considerably simpler representation of QHD-III than the representation given in [2]. 
It is shown how, to 0 ( g 2), the new diagonalization procedure is equivalent to simply 
rescaling the pion field by the ratio m p/ m a.
To demonstrate the need for massive vector mesons, consider the a — u> model 
with pions (QHD-II) [2]:
=  # 7 M(d„ + igvVp) - g n ( s  + iV r  • 7r)]V» +  \^{dpsd*s +  3m7T • 3 '‘7t)
_ I a ( s 2  + 7T2 -  v2)2 -  l- F pttF ^  + +  es. (3.1)
In Eq. (3.1), VM represents the u> field, and es is the chiral symmetry violating 
term that gives a mass to the pion. The global S(J(2)i x SL/(2)r symmetry of Ca- W is 
now made local, and the scalar field is given a vacuum expectation value (s =  cr0 — a 
with cr0 =  M /gn). This yields for the lagrangian, of the gauged a — u> model 
with pions:
Cg =  +  igvVp +  ^gpT ■ {pp +  7 s a J ]  -  (M  -  gva) -  i g ^ T  ■ 7r'}tp
+  o [ ( ^ 7r' +  9p™ p + 9p^ '  * Pp.? ~  m W  •
1 
2
+ \ [ { d p O -  ~  9 p ■ o - p ) 2 -  T n 2a a 2)
- g ^ o d *  • {dpn '  +  gpa a p +  gpir' x p J
2 2 2 2 m*a — m%, - ™
* i * 2 + *'2) -  i*2 + w '2Y  -  + W w2 cr0 ' ' 8o-o
~ R PP ■ R -  l- A pp • A"* +  l- g y oa p • a" . (3.2)
From Eq. (3.2), we see that the SSB in the cr sector has given a mass M  to the 
nucleon and a mass gpaQ to the a.\. The a mass is m and the p remains massless. 
We also note the presence of a bilinear term, —gpOoa? • and thus the need for
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diagonalization. Most importantly, the pion has disappeared and has been replaced 
by the auxiliary field, 7r'. The fact that 7r' is an auxiliary field can be seen either by 
counting the degrees of freedom before and after the SSB, or by making the change 
of variables:
1 -d .n '. (3.3)
9p&o
This change of variables both diagonalizes the lagrangian and forces a cancelation 
of the kinetic energy term, d^ir' • clearly identifying 7r' as an auxiliary field.
The initial pion was “eaten” by the a\.  Cg can also be diagonalized using a gauge- 
fixing function and working in a f  gauge [23]. For simplicity, take the chiral limit 
(mff< =  0 ) and add to the lagrangian the gauge-fixing function, —|(7 2, where:
G =  +  £gpcr0n '). (3.4)
The gauge-fixed lagrangian, , becomes:
C?J =  Cg -  gpa0n '  • dpa» -  ^ ( d ^ ) 2 -  ^ g ] ( r 2y 2. (3.5)
It is noted that the second term in (3.5) cancels the bilinear term in (3.2) after a 
partial integration, and that the 7r ' has acquired a mass that depends on the gauge 
parameter, £. From (3.5), the propagators in momentum space of the and the 7r' 
are found to be respectively:
Ai; _  ~ i5i j  r_ f o f r i _  iSij -x
p y  —  2  2  2  2  C  2  2  ’ (M q2 - m l  ml q2 -  fm* m 2a
i&ij
A "  =  1  c—2 • <3-7
r  -  £m ;
Here, m a = gpcr0 and we have separated out the ^-dependent part of the a M 
propagator in the last term of (3.6). In the limit £ —» oo, the rc' decouples from
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Figure 3.1: <*i and n7 exchange diagrams in NN scattering.
N  s N
7r'
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the problem, while the a^ propagator goes into the unitary gauge. In an arbitrary 
£ gauge, the ^-dependent part of the a M propagator always cancels the contribution 
coming from ir' exchange. This can be seen in nucleon-nucleon scattering at tree level 
in Fig. 3.1 [23]. The 7r' exchange diagram is precisely canceled by the ^-dependent 
part of the a ! propagator as is easily verified. The fact that the 7r' does not contribute 
to physical processes, and the fact that the gauge invariance is preserved, are visibly 
true because the n '  has the correct mass: m£, =  £m£ .2
To retain the physical pion in the model, the gauge bosons must develop a mass 
from outside the a  sector. In QHD-III [2], a Higgs sector composed of left and right 
complex doublets is included to preserve the gauge invariance of the model:
Ch =  + + + (3.8)
2Since th e  non-linear a  m odel is th e  lim it o f th e  lin ea r a  m odel as m a  —> oo, th e  p ion also  d isap p ears  in th e  
g auged  non-linear a  m odel.
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As detailed in [2],£// is then made locally invariant by minimal substitution. 
After the SSB in the full theory, and the elimination of the Goldstone bosons from 
the Higgs sector by going into the unitary gauge, the Higgs lagrangian becomes:
Ch = (3.9)
j 7 ( !  +  < ’ )](# > „  • p" +  a ,  ■ a") +  ( a , m „ C  +  • o “
3m2Hgp .  m H9p 3 m n9p, a . r 4 \
- (T ^ 7 ’, +  T f c ^ ’' K “ 1 ^ 7 '  _  32m^ + C )
where:
2 1 2 2 8 , 4  4 m J  _ " > h s 2
« “ X T “ 7 7 ’ (3-‘0)
In the equation above, u is twice the vacuum expectation value of the scalar fields 
in the Higgs sector. The Higgs fields 77 and £ are respectively scalar and pseudoscalar 
fields. The QHD-III lagrangian, £ /// , is given by:
£ / / / = £ g + £ f /  (3-11)
It is seen that the a.\ obtains contributions to its mass, ma, from both the cr sector 
and from the Higgs sector. Thus, the a  1 comes out naturally more massive than the 
p  with:
m l = m l  + 9y 0 > m J (3.12)
The pion in QHD-III is now real and £ / / /  must be diagonalized further to remove
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the term —gpc 0a ,t-dll‘n'  in Cg. This is achieved by performing the change of variables:
9 p G  O o  t  / T f l a  T T l p  .
f l u  —y a„ H— —r-dpic , 7T = — 7r, m n> = — m*. (3.13)
m* m p m a
ic is now the physical pion field. Since the a x appears in many places in £ // / ,  and 
the change of variables involves the gradient of the pion, the diagonalized lagrangian 
is quite complicated with momentum-dependent vertices showing up everywhere.
In contrast, the gauge invariance of QHD-III allows another, simpler diagonaliza­
tion procedure to work. Consider Eq. (3.9): to obtain Ch , the Goldstone bosons of 
the Higgs sector were eliminated from the theory by going into the unitary gauge, as 
is done in the standard model: these Goldstone bosons are fictitious since they can 
be removed by a gauge transformation. This can be seen by counting the degrees of 
freedom: initially, before the SSB in the Higgs sector, there are two complex doublets 
(the Higgs fields) which yield eight degrees of freedom, and two massless isovector 
fields (the p and the a x) which add 12 degrees of freedom; this yields a total of 20 
degrees of freedom. After the SSB, there are two isoscalar Higgs fields (the r] and 
the 0 )  and two massive isovector fields for a total 20 degrees of freedom. Thus, 
two isovector fields “disappeared” from the Higgs sector to become the longitudinal 
polarization states of the p and the a x; these are the Goldstone bosons. If one does 
not work in the unitary gauge, the Goldstone bosons must still couple to the other 
fields to maintain gauge invariance. One of the isovector fields must couple directly 
to the p  and must therefore be a scalar field because of parity conservation, while 
the other isovector field which we denote as x ‘ must couple directly to the a x and 
must be a pseudoscalar field. The scalar isovector field that was eaten by the p is not 
needed for this discussion, and can be decoupled from the problem independently of
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the other Goldstone bosons. As for the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons, the contri­
butions to Ch stemming from working in an arbitrary gauge, and therefore keeping 
the x '  are:
=  Ch +  d„x! • d^x '  + m Pa n ■ (3.14)
represents terms given in appendix B for completeness. The presence of the 
bilinear term in Eq. (3.14) is noted and is typically removed with a gauge-fixing 
function similar to the one given in (3.4). The x '  's then decoupled by taking f  to 
infinity as discussed in the case of the ir1 below equation (3.7). This is what was 
done in [2].
Consider instead the following gauge-fixing function:
Ga = - ^ = ( 8 ^  -  ZmPx!  +  £.gP<T07r') (3.15)
Adding — \G\  to C m  =  CH +  Cg cancels the bilinear terms: —gpa0a y' • 9M7r' and 
mpa M • d^x!■ The propagator of the a x is exactly as in Eq. (3.6) with m„ now given 
by (3.12). What is left from the gauge-fixing function is:
~ ^ G l  =  - ~ ^ m 2px '  ■ x! ~  ■ w' +  e,gP<Tomp-n' ■ x! • (3.16)
Eq. (3.16) needs a further diagonalization to cancel the last term; this can be 
achieved by making the following change of variables:
X, = a-n + bx] tt ' =  C7r -{- dx-  (3-17)
The parameters {a, b, c, </} are constrained by the requirements that all bilinear 
terms that couple the n  and the x  be canceled, and that the kinetic energies be 
normalized:
c^tt' • d^Tc' +  dPx '  • d^x '  =  +  dPx  * d^X  (3.18)
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These equations have the solution:
gpap 6 = l^ p) c= ^ ,  d = - ^  (3.19)a = im a m a m a rna
It is found that the masses of the X i n  fields are respectively:
m 2x =  flm j +  9y 0) =  Cm2, mw =  (3.20)
T7la
The mass of the x  1S exactly the mass needed to cancel the ^-dependent part of 
the a i  propagator given in equation (3.6), as discussed below Eq. (3.7). The x  1S 
the field that provided the longitudinal polarization states of the <Zj after the SSB.
X  can be decoupled by taking £ -* oo and Eq. (3.17) becomes:
/ / rnp . .X = —---7r; 7T =   7T. (3.21)m a m„
It is thus seen that the diagonalization is achieved by a constant rescaling of the 
pion field. Because of the constraint (3.18), the pion kinetic energy is not rescaled. 
This completely avoids the introduction of new momentum-dependent vertices.
Through the first equation of (3.21), the pion couples directly to the Higgs fields.3 
The pion-Higgs vertices generally involve a high power of gp as seen in appendix B. 
By inspection, it is seen that any amplitude that does not involve both a Higgs field 
and a gauge boson as external legs will not contribute to 0 ( g 3). Hence, to order 
0 {g2p), all S-matrix elements that do not involve a Higgs field as either an incoming 
or an outgoing field, can be calculated by ignoring the Higgs sector, and rescaling 
the pion field by the constant factor: m p/ m a. In the chiral limit, when m*. =  0, this 
new, simpler representation of the QHD-III lagrangian is completely equivalent to 
the one given in [2]; when m* =  0, the two representations lead to exactly the same
3T hia  was a lso th e  case in th e  change of variable (3.13) as is seen by su b s titu tin g  (3.13) in to  E q. (3 .9).
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physical predictions. In particular, a calculation in QHD-III of an amplitude such 
as 7T7r scattering to one loop in the chiral limit [55] is considerably simplified.
When m* ^  0, the two representations will differ slightly in their physical predic­
tions since the pion mass term violates chiral symmetry; i.e. the contribution of the 
chiral symmetry breaking term is gauge dependent. Although the pion mass term is 
gauge-dependent, the symmetry breaking term in Eq. (3.1) is always chosen so as to 
result in the physical pion mass once the gauge has been picked. This is what was 
done in Eq. (3.20).
In summary, it is shown that a quantum field model of the strong interaction, 
based on an S U ( 2 ) i  x S ( J ( 2 ) r  locally invariant a  model, is not realistic if the cor­
responding gauge bosons are massless before the SSB; in such a model, the pion 
disappears. We saw how putting masses by hand violates gauge invariance and 
forces a complicated diagonalization procedure on the model. QHD-III is reviewed, 
and the gauge invariance of the model is exploited to provide a new, considerably 
simpler representation of the model that makes it more accessible. The pion here 
appears as a physical degree of freedom.
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One-Loop Effective A ction in QHD
4.1  In trod u ction
In this section, the 1-Ioop effective action of the linear cr-model is calculated in an 
arbitrary renormalization scheme and shown to be equivalent to the result previously 
obtained by Gasser and Leutwyler in their scheme [43].1 From this 1-loop effective 
action, the pion decay constant F„ to 1-loop is extracted from the 0 (p 2) lagrangian 
£ 2  that appears in the effective action of the linear c-model, and it is explicitly 
shown to be identical to the F„ obtained using Feynman diagrams and the axial- 
vector current in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The 7r7r scattering amplitude extracted 
from the 1-loop effective action is calculated and shown to be identical to the result 
obtained in Chapter 2.
The 1-loop effective action of the QHD-III lagrangian is next set up. The operators 
appearing in AC are calculated and the heavy fields are expressed in terms of the 
pion field using their equations of motion. The tree level result for the pion decay 
constant is calculated and shown to be identical to the result stemming from a
'T h e re  is a  sm all difference in one o f th e  term s which is discussed below.
64
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Feynman diagram calculation. It is noted that the 1-loop result for the 0 ( p 2) term 
of the effective action is made finite using the counterterms calculated in the Feynman 
diagram expansion. The other 1-loop terms fail to be renormalized. The origin of 
the failure is so far unknown but is still under investigation.
The background field method [45, 57, 58, 59] is first used to calculate the 1-loop 
effective action of the linear c-model. In this method, quantum fluctuations (1-loop 
corrections) about a classical field configuration are extracted:
0‘(x) =  4>\x) +  J0*'(x) (4.1)
where is a generic field standing in for all the fields in the model (isoscalars, isovec­
tors, vector bosons, etc), <f>' are the corresponding background, classical fields and 
&4>' are the quantum fluctuations. The superscript i represents all the components 
of the field. The background fields are chosen to satisfy the classical equations of 
motion; using these equations, all the heavy fields can be expressed in terms of the 
pion field and its derivatives. Once all the fields have been expanded to second order 
in the fluctuations about their classical solutions as in Eq. (4.1), the path integral 
over all the fluctuations is performed. The path integral over the fluctuations leads 
to an effective action of the form:
S  = I  d4x[£ +  A£] (4.2)
£  is the original lagrangian expressed in terms of the classical fields while A £  are the 
new terms that arise after the path integral was performed. A £  is then expanded in 
powers of the momentum to 0 ( p 4). Because of the complete generality of the 0 (p 4) 
xPT  lagrangian, the momentum expansion of A £  should only yield terms of a form 
that is invariant under the low-energy symmetries of strong interactions, i.e., under
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SU(2)l x SU(2)r , parity and G-parity [see Eq. (1.36)]. Indeed, this is seen to be the 
case in the 1-loop effective action evaluation of both the linear cr-model and QHD-III 
lagrangians.
4 .2  O n e-loop  exp an sion  o f  th e  linear cr-model effective  action
In the following, the nucleon sector is excluded. The linear cr-model lagrangian is 
rewritten here in the notation found in [43]:
c .  = ~ V ^ A^cf>A + W  -  | ( * V ) 2 + f A<f>A (4.3)
f A<f>A is the symmetry breaking term that gives mass to the pion and <f>A is a vector 
with the following components:
0* =  (*,*»,*2 , ^ ) ,  A =  0, 1,2,3 (4.4)
The previous expression given for the linear cr-model lagrangian [Eq. (1.18)] is related 
to equation (4.3) by the following relations:
d? —► m2> ^ 9 (4-5)
In particular, the chiral symmetry breaking term in equation (1.18) is obtained from 
f A<f>A in the special case:
f A =  (e, 0,0,0) (4.6)
Here repeated capital latin letters are summed from 0 to 3; the notation <f>A<f>A = 
is also employed. Sources2 are introduced in the form of classical, non-dynamical
2 M atrix  e lem ents o f th e  S -m atrix  a re  calcu la ted  in th e  s ta n d a rd  fashion by app ly ing  functional derivatives with 
respect to  th e  source fields to  th e  genera ting  functional.
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vector fields through covariant derivatives like the ones found in the gauged linear 
cr-model lagrangian of Eq. (3.2); in Eq. (4.3) they are defined:
= d ^ - g ^ ^ - g ^ 0 i= 1,2,3 (4.7)
Repeated latin superscripts are here summed from 1 to 3.3 The origin of the defi­
nitions (4.7) can be understood in terms of the covariant derivatives defined in Eq. 
(1.42) which lead to the covariant derivatives of the a  = cr0 — s and pion fields 
appearing in Eq. (1.48).
Because the pM and a^ are classical external fields that act as sources, only the 
<f)A will develop quantum fluctuations in the background field method:
<f>A = $ A + yA (4.8)
where the yA are the quantum fluctuations about the classical field <j>A. Substituting 
Eq. (4.8) into (4.3) yields the following result quadratic in the fluctuations:
C<r = £ S A] + yADAByB +  . . .  (4.9)
where:
Dab =  8 +  ( - r n 2 +  gj, • 0)] +  2gj>Aj>B (4.10)
There are no terms linear in the fluctuations since the <j>A satisfy their own equations 
of motion. When the path integral is performed over the quadratic fluctuations yA 
using standard gaussian quadrature [23], the result for the action is:
Sa =  Jd .AxC0[4>A\ -(- ^ln detD (4.11)
3G asser an d  L «utw yler include a  kinetic  energy te rm  for th e  sources, t c F t i U F >“ '  T h is  te rm  is no t included in 
th e  c u rre n t tre a tm e n t because i t  is n o t needed (n o r is i t  included in ap p en d ix  B o f th e  m onograph  by D onoghue, 
Golowich a n d  H olstein [45]).
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The last term i/21ndeti?  contains the loop corrections due to the quantum fluctu­
ations.
It is known that the linear cr-model reduces to the non-linear cx-model in the limit 
that the a  mass goes to infinity. Since an expansion in powers of the momentum 
of i/21ndetD  will eventually be performed to 0(p4) with p m a, it is useful to 
write the classical solution in such a way that the non-linear a  model is easily sepa­
rable from the linear a  model. The following spherical parametrization is therefore 
introduced for the classical field <f>A\
4>a {x ) =  H L m x \ u \ x ) with: UAUA =  1 (4.12)
y/ti
Here, the UA is the dimensionless field introduced in the introduction in the discus­
sion of the non-linear cr-model [Eq. (1.32)]. To understand this parametrization, it 
is useful to express the field R(x)  in terms of the pion field using the equation of 
motion for R. Substituting equation (4.12) into Ca[(t>A\ yields:
£°[4>A] =  ¥ - { R 2V l>UAV ‘lUA + V ^ R V ^R )
2<7
+ T - r t J( t - - T )  +  -7 --R! A{JA (4-13>2c7 2 y/g
The second term in Eq. (4.13) is of sixth order in powers of the derivative, or of 
0 (p 6), as will be seen below, and can therefore be neglected in the present analysis. 
Using the Euler-Lagrange equations for R  derived from (4.13), the equation of motion 
for R is found to be:
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- ~ ^ f Au A{ \ ^ ^ A^ u A +  i f k f AuA) <4-14)2m3 m2 /im J
From the above, it is clear that is of 0 (p 6) as claimed above4. In the linear
<7-model, the a  mass is given by:
m \  =  2 m 2 (4-15)
Thus,
lim R  =  1 and lim <j>A = —=UA (4.16)
m < r —t o o  m f f —f o o  . I n
This shows that the parametrization (4.12) has a simple relationship to the non­
linear a  model and motivates the introduction of this parametrization. The physics 
of this is that as the scalar field R becomes heavier, the fluctuations of <f>A in the 
radial direction shrink to zero and R  becomes frozen at the value 1.
W ith the parametrization (4.12), the fluctuations 5<f>A are defined by:
&t>A = {SR)Ua +  R{SUA) (4.17)
This implies that the yA = 5(f>A have the following representation:
3
yA =  £Ua + Y ^  e f 0i (4.18)
t=i
The f  represents the fluctuations of the R  field in the radial direction r; it essentially 
corresponds to the fluctuations of the a  field. The 9"s represent the fluctuations of 
the pions. The e.’s constitute an orthonormal set of basis vectors along which the 
pion fields fluctuate. They satisfy the following completeness and orthonormality 
relations:
+ UAUB = 6AB, e?ef  = 5ij, e?UA =0.  (4.19)
t=i
4  y / g / m f A  gives rise to  the  pion m oss te rm  an d  is coun ted  as o f 0 ( p 2).
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Fig. 4.1 illustrates this situation: the f  represent fluctuations of the field vector 
<f>A along the radial direction v. while the 0‘ are the fluctuations on the surface of 
the 4-sphere. From Fig. 4.1, the following representation for the basis vectors can 
be extracted:
e? =  -U ° ,  e{ = 5ijU° -  cijkUk (4.20)
It is easy to check that the £,■ satisfy the relations (4.19). This representation leads
to erroneous results when vector mesons are included, however, because the basis 
vectors are not eigenstates of parity.5 The parity transformation evidently produces 
(recall that the pion is a pseudoscalar field):
P : (J° -*■ U° P : U ‘ -£/*'
(4-21)
P : £° -> -£ ° , P : £Ji -> s).
Since strong interactions are parity invariant, the £,• must also be parity eigenstates.
A more suitable representation is the following:
f J ' I J j
£° =  - U \  si =  (4.22)
with the following transformation properties under parity:
P : £° -> -£?, P : s{ -> si. (4.23)
Having expanded the <f>A about the classical background field, the operator D can 
be expressed in the basis of the fluctuations. To do so, we introduce the notation
*T his leads to an  effective lagrang ian  th a t  is no t in varian t under parity .
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Figure 4.1: The field <f>A (A  =  0 , . .  .,3 ) fluctuates about the background field 4>(x) at a particular 
point in space-time x. The fluctuations are both along the radial direction f  and along the basis 
vectors £,• (i =  1,2,3) on the surface of a 4-sphere.
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used in [43] :6
(y ,D y ) =  J d*xd4zy(x)D(x, z)y(z)
=  y V x t - V ^ y  V»y) + { - m 2 + gi>-4>)yy + 2g{j>-y)2] (4.24)
In this notation, D(x, z) is both a matrix in fluctuation space as well as a matrix in 
coordinate space similar to a propagator in coordinate space.7 
Eq. (4.18) is used to expand the matrix D:
to, Dy) = (f, k) + 2(e, W )  +  [0\ D“0‘ ) (4.25)
The operators d, S' and appearing in expression (4.25) are matrices in coordinate 
space and are defined by the following relations:
(MO = J  <t4xd4yZ{x)d{x,y)Z{y)
= J  d4x [ d ^  +  r j ^ S 2 + m 2(l -  3 tf )£ 2] =  (</£, 0  (4-26)
( M ^ * )  =  J  dixd*yS{x)Si{x,y)Oi{y)
= J d^x[-Uk^ ' kiOi -  =  (<™ \0 (4-27)
(6\bij0j) =  J d4xd4yei(x)bij(x,y)6j(y)
= J (tix[D^eiD,i'kjej + +  m 2(l -  fl2)0‘0‘] (4.28)
The following definitions have been introduced:
Dk; e i =  dti9k + r l^ e i (4 .2 9 )
8 We assum e th a t  th e  fields vanish a t  infinity  an d  th a t  one can  perform  p a rtia l integrations.
7 To work will) m atrices in coo rd in a te  space, it is sim p ler to  work in d iscretized  space-tim e where space-tim e is 
d ivided in to  u n it cells labeled by an  index a  and  o f volum e c4 . An expression o f th e  form f  d4 zd4 y 4 > ( x ) K [ x  —  y ) < t > ( y )  
becom es a  m atrix  p ro d u c t o f th e  form  ^  • T he  con tinuum  lim it is taken a t the  end of th e  calcu la tion ;
aH
th e  in tegral f  d ^ x  is ob tained  from  the  following lim it: lim 5 7 14 —► f  d * x .  P roblem  27.8 o f  [l] discusses th is<-*o *■"O
discretiza tion  p rocedure  in g re a te r  de ta il.
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r «  =  e* • * (V^£fc) (4.30)
f l  =  U • (V ,£ |) = • (VMt/) (4.31)
Note that repeated Greek Lorentz indices are summed from 0 to 3. From Eq. (4.15), 
it is noted that (f, d£) is proportional to the square of the a  mass, the operator
d is proportional to the inverse propagator of the a  field. From the definition of
(0‘, £),J0J), it is also noted that the operator D'J couples only the fluctuations of 
the non-linear cr-model field, UA] D,J is proportional to the inverse pion propagator 
and is the quadratic operator of the 1-loop effective action of the non-linear cr-model 
lagrangian [43] just as D is the quadratic operator of the 1-loop effective action of 
the linear cr-model lagrangian.
To perform the gaussian path integral over the fluctuations and obtain the re­
sult (4.11), the matrix D defined by equation (4.25) must be diagonalized in the 
fluctuations basis (£,0‘):
J  =  j  (4 .3 2 )
where d' and D'x* are the diagonalized operators in the new fluctuations basis O'1. 
In this form, the path integral over the fluctuations can be performed in the standard 
fashion.
This diagonalization can be accomplished by introducing the new fluctuation vari­
able:
f ' r z f  +  r f - W  (4.33)
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Upon substitution,8 the fluctuation matrix (4.25) is diagonalized and becomes:
(y,Dy) = -  («i, ( iTi(r 1ii]tf>') (4.34)
Here the inverse operator d~l is defined:
«,<?-■<k )  = (f , f)  =  / -  y )«y) =  /  (4.35)
In addition, the operator (<jT)' is defined:
(0‘J TV  =  j  cPxcPyOWS^x j^My)
=  J  +  T ^ f i Z )  +  e W i f l t ) ]  (4.36)
To derive this result, consider the identity:
( C , k ' )  =  ( (  +  d - ' S i0 ‘J l (  +  d - ' 5 ‘0 ‘})
=  ((.<k) + ((J'f') + (d~l5 '0 \dO  +  (d~'S'0\S‘0>) (4.37)
The first three terms resemble the first two terms of equation (4.25). The third term
is in fact equal to the second term:
(d~l$'0’,d£) = (6'0‘,€) using eqns (4.26) and (4.35)
=  (£, 6*0') using eqn (4.27) (4.38)
The last term can also be rewritten using partial integration. In what follows, we 
define £ =  d~xP0i  to simplify the notation:
{d- l8'G\6>9J) =  {d-x8 ' Q \ d t lP0])
®This is a  s tra igh tfo rw ard  shift in th e  p a th  in tegral variab le  which does no t involve ferm ions. It is c lear th a t  th e  
Jaco b ian  is 1.
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= (M \C )
= /  <?x[-ui D™oj - c ruin]
= I  «*M-c yj( W  + r j»  -  cw ^')]
=  I  #x[< r( f lP  < +  r ^ / i o  + f l 'X y jO ]
= (<M r ,C) (4.39)
( J - W , # * 4) = (0 \[ jTi<rlj j]0j ) (4.40)
From the above calculation, it is clear that <r is just 5 partially integrated. Using 
Eqs. (4.38) and (4.40) Eq. (4.37) becomes:
(C,k) =  ((,<k) + 2 ( ? , i i*‘) +  (O', [ ^ ‘.H  £]»>') (4.41)
Eq. (4.41) is then used in Eq. (4.25) to obtain Eq. (4.34).
After the path integral, one obtains the term i /2  In det D as explained before Eq.
(4.11). This term can be rewritten:
In det D =  -T rln  D =  -[ tr ln d  +  (r ln(D — j Td_1<S)] (4.42)
£» & &
where the trace Tr involves both a sum over the diagonal elements of the fluctuations
matrix (4.25) and a trace tr in coordinate space. To obtain (4.42), Eq. (4.34) was
used to take the sum over the diagonal elements of (4.25). For a generic operator
0 (x ,y ) ,  tr is defined:
trO = J  d*xd(x ,x)  (4.43)
This trace in coordinate space will be made more clear below with a sample calcu­
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lation. At the present, consider from Eq. (4.4*2):
-  In det D =  — [tr In d +  tr ln(D — £Tr/- , j)]
= - t r ln d +  -trln[£)(l — D~l 5Td~lS)]
£t Z
=  -^tr ln d +  ^trln (l — D~lSTd~l5) +  ^tr In D (4.44)£ £ £»
where the indices were suppressed for simplicity of notation. Thus, the calculation of
the 1-loop corrections of the effective action has been broken down to the calculation
of the three traces of logs above. Since what follows is very formal and abstract, here
is a summary of what has been done so far, and of what remains to be done. What
has been done so far is:
• The action was expanded in powers of the quantum fluctuations about the 
classical fields; the expansion was carried out to second order in powers of the 
fluctuations.
• The quadratic operator that contains the loop corrections was diagonalized in 
an orthonormal set of basis vectors along which the fields fluctuate.
In the calculation of the traces, the low-energy expansions will be carried out with 
respect to the two mass scales: F 2 and m 2. The power counting in the calculation 
of the 1-loop effective action of the linear <r-model is as follows:
• M 2, the mass of the pion, is counted as of 0 (p 2).
• m 2 is much larger than any other masses in the problem and all terms of 0 ( m ~ l) 
are neglected. Contributions from cr exchange are non-zero, however, since terms 
of 0 ( m 2) and 0(m °)  contribute. As m a —» oo, the terms of 0 ( m 2) become
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new divergences that are not canceled by the counterterms of the theory, and 
the renormalizable linear tr-model becomes the non-renormalizable non-linear 
a-model.
• Since U -U — 1, then \UA\ < 1. Thus, an expansion in powers of UA =  <f>A /  F  is 
possible. By dimensional analysis, any operator of 0 [ ( t />1)4] should be of C?(p4); 
an expansion in powers of UA corresponds to a momentum expansion. In what 
follows, all operators of 0[{UA)n) with n >  4 shall be neglected: only the 0 (p 4) 
effective action is retained.
• In all the calculations, the vector fields and pM are counted as of O(U') 
and 0[(U')2] respectively. This assignment will be demonstrated by using the 
equations of motion to re-express the vector fields in terms of the pion fields 
when the 1-loop effective action of QHD-III is considered.
W hat remains is therefore:
•  The calculation of each of the three traces in Eq. (4.44).
• The calculation of C(4>) using the equation of motion for R.
•  The renormalization of the effective action.
These manipulations should eventually yield a lagrangian of the same form as the 
chiral perturbation theory lagrangian given in the introduction and rewritten here:
U  =  V'T/)2 + / 2(V„f/- V"f/) + /3(x*6 • f/)2
+/4(V,x,6 • V "f/) +  U i U F ^ F ^ U )  + k { V . U F ^ V uU)
+ h (x  ■ U)2 +  hiXsb ■ Xsb +  -(- /i3* • x  (4.45)
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This is so because Eq. (4.45) is the most general covariant lagrangian that can be 
written that is invariant under SU(2)i  x 5f/(2)/j, parity and G-parity.
The author has calculated separately each of the three traces in Eq. (4.44). The 
calculations are well defined at this point, but very lengthy (120 pages of the author’s 
notes). The sum of the three traces is given in [43] which provides an overall check
on the calculations. Here we simply state the results of the calculation of the three
individual traces in this thesis.
Consider the first trace in Eq. (4.44). Note that it involves the operator d which 
is related to the scalar field propagator. The log can be expanded in inverse powers 
of m c. The differential operator d can be extracted from Eq. (4.26), and the first 
trace of (4.44) can be rewritten:
tr In d = tr \n[-d»d» +  +  m2( 1 -  3R2)}
=  tr l n [ - c ^  -  m l  + f j '**' +  3m2( 1 -  R2)}
=  tr ln { (-a M^  - m 2)[l +  ( - d ^  -  m2)-1]cn}
=  tr lnd0 +  trln(l + dg‘o-!) (4.46)
with the following definitions:
dQ = [-dpd* -  m2] (4.47)
=  4 r ' + 3 m 2( l - f l 2). (4.48)
Here, d^ 1 is the inverse of the operator [— m2] in coordinate space and satisfies:
[-dpd* -  ml}d~l{x) = 54{x) (4.49)
<S4(x) is the unit matrix in coordinate space and dg l (x) is the scalar propagator when 
the boundary condition are included, i.e., when a small, negative imaginary term is
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added to the mass. It is given by:
,-i/ . r d4l e-'H*-y)
0 (X ~  ^  "  /  (2tr)4 /2 -  ml  + ie * ^
The first term of Eq. (4.46) is a constant which does not involve the pion fields;
it can therefore be ignored. The second term involves the log of an operator. The
t *ln (l+ do cti) is an example of the operator 0{x , y)  in equation (4.43) and is expanded 
in inverse powers of mff:9
0 (x ,y ) = ln(l +  d” 1^ )
= dol (x - y W i i y )
I ~  ~ l(~ - y)<7i(y) + ° ( m a2) (4.5i)
These are the only terms that contribute in the expansion of the log; all other terms 
are suppressed by inverse powers of m a. Note that the second term in (4.51) is simply 
matrix multiplication in coordinate space.
From the definition of tr in Eq. (4.43), we have:
t r lnd =  tr ln(l +  do l<7i)
=  J  d4x { d o 1( 0 ) a i ( x )
I  ~  z )a i(z )do l (z ~  x )°i{x )} (4-52)
As a sample calculation, consider the first term of Eq. (4.52) which represents 
tadpole diagrams.10 It is given by:
fr(<C1<T|) =  /  ^* }y  l2 _  ^ 2  + U J  ‘P x U l W r X x )  + 3m2[l -  tf(x)]}
9 Recall from Eqs. (4.14) an d  (4.15) th a t  R  =  1 +  0 ( m j 2).
10 T h e  fact th a t  th is  trace  rep resen ts tad p o le  d iagram s can be seen by no ting  th e  presence of only one scalar 
p ro p a g a to r coupled to  pion Reids.
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x /  < f i{ / ;( i ) /“'( i ) + 3 m 2n -  / a x ] }
=  p j r +  I) J  A { f ‘J ,x ) r \ x )  +  3mJ[l -  (4.53)
where A is defined:
A =  T(^) + In 47r — In (4.54)
I ft
The momentum integral was performed using dimensional regularization with the 
dimensionality of the integral given by: d = 4 — e. The above can be rewritten by 
making use of Eq. (4.14) and the following identity (everything is evaluated at the 
point x  which is suppressed for ease of reading):
s i r  =  ( ^ v (1t / ', )(£f v ' ‘t / s )
=  V„(/ • V“(/ (4.55)
The completeness relation (4.19) is used to prove the above result. Thus, Eq. (4.53) 
becomes:11
= ^ ( A  + l ) j d ^ - m l  (*2VM(/ • ™  (4-56)
11 In Eq. (4.14), th ere  are  term s o f 0 ( p A )  th a t  co n trib u te . T hese te rm s cancel in th e  renorm alization  an d  are  
ignored  a t  th is  stag e  for sim plicity.
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As mentioned earlier, the 1-loop effective action should have the structure of the 
terms that appear in Eq. (4.45). It is noted that the terms of Eq. (4.56) are of that 
form. Making the identification:
X4 2  (4.57)
771
Eq. (4.56) can be rewritten using (4.57):
=  ^ ( A  +  1 ) f d ' x -  rnl(2 VMf/ • V"(7 +  3* • U) (4.58)
The second term in equation (4.52) is evaluated in a similar fashion. In the process
of calculating it, a term of the form x • f/(V M(/ • V Mf/) will be obtained. At a first 
glance, this term is not of the form given in Eq. (4.45). This term can in fact be 
rewritten using the equations of motion of the non-linear a model whose lagrangian 
is rewritten here:
C2 = F 2 Q 'V „f/AV»UA +  XAUA)  (4-59)
The derivation of the equation of motion for U is straightforward12 and yields:
V ^ U A -  UA[U • (VMV'‘C/)] =  x* -  UA{U • x) (4-60)
Multiplying Eq. (4.60) by \ A yields:
x • U[U • (VMV ^ ) ]  =  X • -  X • X +  {U • X)2 (4.61)
Eq. (4.61) combined with partial integrations in the action can be used to re-express 
X • C/(VMf/ • VM(/) in the form of the terms of Eq. (4.45).
12T lie  co n stra in t U  - U  =  1 m ust be taken  in to  account.
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The calculation of the first trace of Eq. (4.44) can now be completed straightfor­
wardly and the end result is:
trlnrf =  y ’<rtc[aiV„f/-V ',£/ +  /?lx - t f
+ Cl(VMf/ • V M(/)2 +  dx + elX • X +  f i ( x  ' U)2} (4.62)
with
a i (4*)’ (* + l)2 ro '
+(4tt)
C' = _ 2 (4 ? F S 
d' =
e ' =  - 6 (4 7 F X 
/■ -  « •« >
Consider now the second trace in Eq. (4.44) expanded in inverse powers of m y
t r ln(l -  D~l8Td~l8) = - \r (D~l8Td~l8) -  ^ [ ( D ~ l j T<Hj)2] +  0 ( m ; 2) (4.64)
The evaluation of this trace is significantly more complex than the previous calcu­
lation. In particular, the calculation of the first term in Eq. (4.64) requires two 
additional types of expansions. First the operators D~x and d~l in Eqs. (4.26) and 
(4.28) must be expanded. This can be more easily done by first defining:
D% =  - { 8 ^  -  M 2 + it)8ij (4.65)
a'3 = - 2 r 3d» -  S 'T ” -  rjfP***' +  f ' J M +  m2(l -  R2)8ij +  M 28ij (4.66)
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Then:
(Zr'Hi.i/) = [ -D '* D “k‘ - (M2 - i t ) # ’ + + m2( 1 -  R H “ ) +
=  [D%+
=  j<ez(D-u ' f k( x - z ) [ S ki 5 ' [ z - y )
- i u {z) (D j l ) i\ z - y )  + .--) (4.67)
where the propagator of the pion field is given by:
r dAl e~'l x^~y^S^
(d m1) j(x - y )  = f  (27r)4 p  _  M 2 +  ic (4-68)
Note that the Eq. (4.67) is an explicit example of the p /F  expansion: each non­
constant term is of 0 ( p 2/ F 2). The expansion of d~l is given by:
d~l {x,y)  =  [d0 +  <Ti]“ l
= J  <Pzdol{ x - z ) [ 6 4{ z - y ) - ( r l (z)d- l ( z - y )  + ---} (4.69)
To evaluate the term k(D~l5Td~lS) one must substitute the expansions (4.67) and 
(4.69). For example, considering only the zeroth order terms in (4.67) and (4.69) 
and using Eqs. (4.27) and (4.36) [noting that STi(x ,y )  and S ' (x ,y ) are proportional 
to 8 \ x  — y)] yields:
tr (D~l5Td~l5) = J  (Pxd^ycPzcPw
( D ^ H *  -  y)8T*(y, z)d~l (z -  « ) % * )  
r  <H <Pp I
J  (2)r)4 ( 2 * ) '  \ ( / a -  M 1 +  ie)(p2 -  mj +  i£)
x(-2.t;(x)p" + + r“*(*)/J(x)]
x i n n n y )  -  B~m y)  -  v i w “~(y)] > (4.7o>
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In this low-energy effective theory, functions such as f '  evaluated at the point x  can 
only differ from their value at the point y by powers of the derivative. To evaluate 
equation (4.70), one must go to Jacobi coordinates:
1 u uv = - ( x  + y), u =  i - y ,  =► x = v +  y = v - ~  (4.71)
and expand all the functions that appear in (4.70) about the point v. This Taylor 
series is a momentum expansion and is the second expansion that must be performed 
on tr(D-1 J7*/-1^). These two expansions complicate the calculation of the trace 
substantially and we simply quote the end result for the second trace of Eq. (4.44):
tr ln( 1 -  D~lSTd~l5) =  j  d*x[a2 • V»U  +  f o x  • U
+c2(V„C/ • V»U)2 +  g2{V„U ■ V „f/)2 
+d2V„X • V Mf/  +  e2x  ■ X + / 2(X • U)2
+li2U F ^ F ,u,U +  i2V  „U\ (4.72)
with
02 "  ~ ( ^ <A +  5 )m* 
f t  =  o
i ,1 1 T 67.
C2 =  _ ( 4 ^ ( T a +  Ts )
d2 =  “ (4^ (4A +  3)
i - 19
£2 -  - ^ 4A +  t >
i - 19
h  =  ( 4 ^ (4A +  ¥ ) 
i 2 -  17.
S2 ~  ( 4 ^ ( 3 A +  T )
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i . 1 r 5 
=  “ (S 0 5(6 A + 36)
*'* ■ - ( 4 ^ (5 a +  75) (473)
The last trace that must be evaluated in Eq. (4.44) is the trace of the non-linear
a  model 1-loop operator.
trln D =  tr In[ - D ^ D ^  +  f j «' -1- m2( 1 -  R2)]
=  trln[(-d^d11 -  M 2)6ij 
m  -  2F>d'1 -  0'TJf -  r ^ T '^  +  f i f ^  +  m 2(l -  R2)Sij + M 25ij]
=  trlnfDM + o-] (4-74)
With this result, trln D  can now be expanded in powers of p /  F:
trlnD  = tr 1u[Da/(1 + Df f c r ) ]
=  + (4.75)
Eq. (4.75) can now be evaluated using the expression for the pion propagator, a  and
the definition for tr. We quote the result:
trln D  =  J  a 3V „tf • V M£/ +  & x  • U
+ c3(V Mf/ • V "£/)2 +  </3( V ^f/ • V„f/ ) 2 +  r/3V „x  • V “f/
+e3X • X + h { x  ■ U ) 2 +  h a U F ^ F ^ U  + i^ ^ U F ^ V M ]
+ZU (4.76)
with
(47t)2
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/?3 = (47r)2
c3 = 1 f l A (47r)2 3 ° - 5 >
d-3 = - 2 . -  :2Aq (47f)2
e3 = 2 t ,jA0 (47r)2
h = ‘ l x(4tt)22 0
93 =
i 2 -
I13 =
i , l r
/V \  ) ( r ^0 + (47r)2 6 5)
*3 =
i . l r
(4,r)’V 0 + S)
A0 =  r ( £ )  +  ln*r (4.78)
Id Eq. (4.76), Zu contains the unitary logs and is given in appendix C.
The last thing that must be done to evaluate the effective action (4.11) is to
calculate C{4>) using Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14). The algebra is straighforward and 
yields:
1 7712 m 2
£(0) =  iH L y  +  —
2 g g
• v n r f  +  ^ - (V „ x  ■ v - u  +  x ■ X) -  r ( x  ■ v f  (4.79)4<7 Ig 4 g
where x  ‘s given in equation(4.57).
With Eqs. (4.63), (4.73), (4.77) and (4.79), the parameters of the chiral lagrangian
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in equation (4.45) have now been calculated in the linear cr-model. The result is:
a  =
(3 = 
h =
12 =
13 =
u  =
k  =
le =
h  =  
lh 
h 2 
/13
m2 1 /  3 7 2 , . 2\
2F +  W  l 2 m”A +  4 m- -  M )
m 2  1 / 3  2T 3 2  3 2\
T + w  ( 2 "* ' 2m* 2  )
_1_  1  / I 7 j -  Ao 6 5 \
4<7 (47r ) 2 \  6  6  3 6 )
- i ( A - A 0) - 5(47r ) 2
. 1 1 / 9 r  3 r  1 \
■ /4 +  4 ^ + ( 4 ^ U A + 4 Ao" T 2 j  
^  +  ( S F  (5i + Ao +1)
1 r 1
(47r)2
1
(4tt)2
0
1 1
J2 < A "  Ao) +  72
P  -  *»>+ I
= u +
=  0 
=  0
1 1
(4tt)2 12
(4.80)
(4.81)
(4.82)
(4.83)
(4.84)
(4.85)
(4.86)
(4.87)
(4.88)
(4.89)
(4.90)
(4.91)
where A and Ao were defined in Eqs. (4.54) and (4.78). The 1-loop effective action is 
finite since the linear cr-model is renormalizable. To demonstrate this, the countert­
erms calculated in Chapter 2 that renormalize the irir scattering amplitude in the 
linear cr-model are rewritten here using the relation g2/ M 2 =  (7/m 2 : 13
13 N ote th e  e x tra  fac to r of 2 with respect to  th e  o rig inal co u n te rte rn is; it arises because =  2m 3.
5- finite. (4.92)
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We write:
m 2 -  m 2{ 1 -  <y, gr =  £f( 1 +  £\), (4.93)
where the subscript r  means renormalized. The following relations are easily derived:
1 T (J) (4.94)
1 1
12
9 9r
m 2 = ! 2 L - 6
9 9r
VJ
(4tt)2 2
1 (4.95)(47t)2 2
From Eq. (4.80), it is clear that m 2/gr is the tree-level pion decay constant and must 
be finite. Since m 2 is proportional to m 2r , so must gr. Therefore, terms such as \ /g r 
must be neglected. Furthermore, in renormalizing the effective action, special care 
must be taken with the term with coefficient (3:
- X - U  = — f - U  (4.96)
9 y/9
It is the ratio m /^ /g  which must be renormalized.
In the terms that are multiplied by the coefficients {/3, /4, h i }, the chiral symmetry
breaking field x |S already renormalized; that was the purpose of ignoring the 0 (p 4)
in (4.56). Thus, only Eq. (4.94) is required to renormalize those terms. It is now
straightforward to verify that the effective action is finite.
It is also possible to give an alternate renormalization scheme to the minimal
subtraction scheme {MS)  given above where only the divergences are canceled. For
instance, if one were to add a finite piece to the mass counterterm:
s‘  =  - 637 ^ [ r ( f ) +  ' ' 1 (4'97)
then one could pick 7  to satisfy particular renormalization conditions. In [43], Gasser
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and Leutwyler picked the following condition:
Fw = —  (4.98)
Or
For this renormalization condition, it was found that:
7 =  (4tt)2I2
W ith this renormalization condition, the contributions to the parameters of the chiral 
lagrangian due to a  exchange are:14
2^ gr 
2
67 \
2gr \  327r2 7
— - L - f — l —
1 4<7 (4tt)2 U  "^367
! (X  17
2 (4tt)2 \ 3  +  18
3 ”  2g (4tt)2 I  4 +  127
' 4 = i +(4^ (5A + l)
1 ( X 5 )
5 “  (4tt)2 ^12 +  72 J
1 (*  17>1
6 “  (4tt)2 \6  + 367
Zt =  0
1 1
hl =  / 4 + (4tt)2 12
h2 =  0
/i3 =  0 (4.100)
l4T h e  co n trib u tio n s from  a  exchange are  quoted  separa te ly  as was done in [43] for ease o f com parison.
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which agrees with the result given in [43]. All these terms agree with the result quoted 
in [43] except for /4: in [43] they have a 2 instead of a 3/2 within the parenthesis of 
the equation for Z4. The author believes his result to be correct.
As an application of the 1-loop effective action, note that the pion decay constant 
to 1-loop can be read off from a  in the chiral limit M 2 = 0:
Fl  =  2a
=  T +(^ (:imp+5 m 0
■2
.* + ( S F T f  (* + g).
(4.101)
where cr2 =  m 2/g  =  M 2/g2. This result is identical to the result obtained using the 
Feynman diagram expansion in Chapter 2.
The 7T7T scattering amplitude was also extracted from the effective action; this 
was done by taking four functional derivatives of the generating functional with 
respect to the pseudoscalar source x ‘- One can also extract the scattering amplitude 
by expressing the x ‘ field in terms of the pion field using the equation of motion
(4.60), and calculating the Feynman rules for the pionic self-interactions. The result 
obtained for the inr scattering amplitude is also identical to the result obtained in 
Chapter 2.
In the predicted parameters from (4.80) to (4.91), it is noted that the parameters 
{Z3, /4, /i 1} are all related. These relations are induced by the equation of motion
(4.61). These relations are not reflected by the data [43] and appear because the lin­
ear c-model assumes that physics at all scales can be described by the measurement 
of only two parameters, m a and g. QHD-III contains extra parameters, m p and <7P,
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which may improve upon the predictions of the linear u-model.
Thus, after having derived the renormalized 1-loop effective action of the linear 
(7-model, and after having shown in an example how to extract physical predictions, 
consider now the 1-loop effective action of QHD-III.
4.3  O n e-loop  effective  action  o f  Q H D -III
In this section, the 1-loop effective action of QHD-III to 0 ( g 2) is formulated. To this 
order, the Higgs fields do not contribute and the model is equivalent to a massive 
Yang-Mills theory where the gauge boson masses are introduced by hand. In QHD- 
III, the fields and p a r e  no longer mere external fields, they are now dynamical 
fields that participate in processes. To 0{g2), the QHD-III lagrangian can be written 
before the spontaneous symmetry breaking:
Cm  =  ^ V ^ V ^  +  i m ' V V - f ( 0 V ) 2 (4.102)
+ f A(f>A -  • A'*" -  ■ a* + • P*
where A are given by:
A =  d^au -  -  g ^ p ^  x a„ +  a M x p„)
Rn» =  d*Pv -  dupM -  <7p(pm x  p„ +  a„ x  a„) (4.103)
In applying the background field method, not only does the 4> field fluctuate, but so
do the gauge fields:
<  =  <  +  <  (4-104)
P\ =  P^ + ri  (4.105)
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where aj, and rj, are the quantum fluctuations of aJ, and respectively. The above 
expansion of the gauge fields about their classical fields will be substituted into the 
QHD-III lagrangian as was done in the linear a-model. QHD-III involves the new 
mass scale m p as well as the coupling constant gp. The power counting described 
after Eq. (4.44) must now be amended to take these facts into account. In addition 
to the previous power counting rules, the following rules now also apply:
• m 2 p2 and terms of 0 ( m ~ A) are retained.
• Terms of 0 ( g ") with n > 2 are neglected.
W ith these rules in mind, aJ, and can be expressed in terms of the pion fields by 
using the equations of motion (in what follows, the definition F2 =  m 2/g  =  A/2/# 2 
is used):
=  m 2a"* - g pF2R 2(U°dtiUi -  t / ‘> { /° )  + 0 ( g 3p) (4.106)
dvBT* =  m lp *  + g . F ' t f t ^ d ^ W U *  + 0{gl)  (4.107)
Thus:
^  = ifL /r2/?2( f /° c W  - U ia itU Q) + 0 ( g 3-tp t ) (4.108)
m 2
p*  =  - 9 l L F 2R2tijkd,iUi Uk + 0{gz-,p3) (4.109)
The above result demonstrates three things:
• The gauge bosons are of 0 ( g p)
• a p and p  are of 0 { U l) and (9[(f/*)2] respectively. This verifies the power 
counting rules that follow Eq. (4.44).
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• The gauge bosons are inversely proportional to m p. This proves that in the 
limit m 2 —► oo, the gauge bosons decouple.
W ith an expression for the classical gauge fields, equation (4.104) can be substituted 
into the QHD-III lagrangian; after integration over the fluctuations, one obtains:
S, =  J  d x C n f f i i a ' ^ p ' J  +  | l n  detD3 (4.110)
Dz is the QHD-III operator that contains the 1-loop corrections. One can use the 
expressions for a^ and p p in terms of the pion fields in the QHD-III lagrangian:
C ,u l iA; =  F ' ) W  ■ d -V  +  • • • (4.111)
From the term above, the tree-level pion decay constant can be extracted:
1 1
F2 F2{ 1 -  F2g j / m 2) 
>
I
M 2 ' m~P
• This is precisely the tree-level pion decay constant obtained in QHD-III using 
Feynman diagrams in Chapter 2.
The QHD-III operator is given by:
tr In Dz = tr In D + tr In d — \r(D~l5Td~l8) — ^tr[(D_l£rd- l<j)2]
-btrln Dfj + tr In A?/ -  t r ^ A g , # )  "
- t r  {Dml~l [leJ^D%{ni0urk) +l0™A%FO"ak)
—2 (‘Oj*1' Diku d~1 Sm
+5rd - \ ( Z i D % Zj +  f f A ^ : ^ ' 1^ ] }
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—tr{ Dmq~l F V - 'S*  Dnl~1 [l0 j  •'iD%(w0Zk)
+fe™A %rO?)}}  (4.113)
The operators D, d, 8 and 5T are the operators calculated for the effectice action of 
the linear cr-model; thus, the first line of Eq. (4.113) has already been calculated.
The new operators are those associated with the fluctuations of the gauge bosons.
The notation used is that a subscript r implies an operator associated with the 
field while a subscript a  implies an operator associated with the a M field. It is noted 
that operators with subscript r  and a  come in pairs: the sum of these operators yields 
a gauge-invariant result. These operators are defined by the following relations:
(or^Af/aj) =  J  d4zd4ya;(i)A f/(i,t/)o^(7/)
=  J  ~
+g2pF 2R2g^[U iUj +  (U°)2Sij}}cdu (4.114)
( r i .A S V j  =  f  * x d iyr l (x)Ag{x,y)r i (y)
= J  d4xr;{«yii[fir"(D + mp) -
+g*F2R2gMU(UkUkS'* -  f/‘'C/j )}rj (4.115)
These are the inverse propagators of the a M and p fields respectively. The other 
operators are defined:
= f  dix<elya )i( x ) g i(x,y)Z(y)
= 2 gpF J  d ' x R a ^ U W U 0 -  U0d ^ U ^  =  (£ > ^ > 0  (4.116)
( r U r ‘e) = J  < P x d < y r i ( x ) C ( x , y ) t i ( y )
= - 2  g ,F j  <tixr^RtiikUj &lUkZ = { g ir„Z)  (4.117)
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K/ W = J dixd*yei{x)jft’{*,v)]0i{v)
= g„F J  dtxciR[ei&lU0 +  U:(d»e° +  efdM)
- e f d MUJ -  l/°(d'lei + e?> )]0‘ (4.118)
W 0?6') = j  <^ xcf‘y7M(z )[^r', (z >i/)]0,(i/)
=  g„F J  <tix i iR e jkt[E,id>lUk + U ' { d ^  + ef5M)]0‘ (4.119)
All the transposed operators can be derived from the above by partial integration. 
The above equations represent the starting point for the evaluation of the 1-loop 
effective action of QHD-III.
The effective QHD-III action (4.113) was calculated. The result is inconclusive 
so far because the counterterms that renormalize the 7T7T scattering amplitude in 
QHD-III calculated in Chapter 2 fail to renormalize that effective action; only the 
0 ( p 2) term is renormalized. The origin of the failure is under investigation (see also 
appendix C).
In summary of this chapter, the 1-loop effective action of the linear <r-model is 
calculated. The pion decay constant to 1-loop is extracted from the effective action 
and shown to be identical to the result previously obtained using Feynman diagrams; 
the 7T7T scattering amplitude extracted from the effective action is also identical to 
the previously obtained result. Using the counterterms derived in the Feynman 
diagrammatic expansion of Chapter 2, the parameters of the effective action are 
shown to be finite and the effective action is renormalized. The QHD-III effective 
action is considered next. An expression for the gauge fields in terms of the pion 
field is given. It is shown how the gauge fields decouple in the limit that their masses 
become large. The tree-level pion decay constant calculated in Chapter 2 in QHD-III
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is reproduced using the effective action. Lastly, the starting point for the calculation 
of the 1-loop effective action of QHD-III is given.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, two haclronic quantum field theories are investigated: the cr-model 
(both the linear and non-linear representations) and its extension, a model of the 
strong interaction called QHD-III. QHD-III is a relativistic hadronic quantum field 
theory based on the linear <r-model. It is a massive Yang-Mills theory that undergoes 
spontaneous symmetry breaking and possesses the low-energy symmetries of QCD. 
One of the important features of QHD-III derived in this thesis is:
• QHD-III is shown to be simpler than other massive Yang-Mills models of nuclear 
physics where momentum-dependent interactions induced by 7rai mixing are 
important while they are avoided through the use of gauge invariance in QHD- 
III.
From this result, it follows that the tree level amplitudes of QHD-III have a simpler 
expression and can be manipulated more easily than in other massive Yang-Mills 
hadronic models of the strong interaction. Therefore, any formal approach to solving 
the many-body strongly interacting problem that relies on the tree level amplitudes 
of a model will be simplified in this new representation of the QHD-III lagrangian, as
97
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compared to other massive Yang-Mills models. In particular, the QHD-III lagrangian 
constitutes a good starting point for the calculation of the bulk properties of nuclear 
m atter in mean field theory in the presence of vector mesons as well as for evaluating 
the contributions of vector mesons to exchange currents processes discussed in the 
introduction.
The 1-loop structure of QHD-III was also explored in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 
of this thesis using perturbation theory:
• A 1-loop expansion to 0(g*)  was performed to calculate the 7T7r scattering am­
plitude and the pion decay constant to one loop in the linear c-model.
• A 1-loop expansion to 0{g*g*) of the corrections to the 7T7t scattering amplitude 
stemming from the exchange of vector mesons were also calculated in QHD-III.
• The corrections stemming from vector meson exchange were shown to be neg­
ligible when their masses go to infinity.
• QHD-III was shown to be renormalizable to this order.
Perturbation theory may not be applicable if the coupling constants are large. 
The results presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 remain valid in certain limits:
• To know the 1-loop formal structure of the theory where nothing is assumed a 
priori about the coupling constants is useful. The results obtained in Chapter 2 
and Chapter 4 exclude the baryon sector: the results are those that emerge from 
the mesonic sector of QHD-III. QCD on the other hand, reduces to a theory 
of weakly interacting mesons in the large Nc limit. The 1-loop structure of the
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mesonic sector of QHD-III can therefore, in principle, be compared and linked 
to the large Nc limit of QCD.1
• At large distances, the strong interaction resemble a Yukawa potential and di­
minish in strength exponentially. Therefore, at large distances, the large cou­
pling constants are suppressed by factors of exp{—mr} that emerge. Thus, the 
perturbation theory results for the scattering amplitude are correct at large dis­
tances at tree level and they incorporate the long range part of virtual processes 
that involve vector mesons in loops.
In Chapter 4, the effective actions of the linear <r-model and QHD-III are analyzed 
and the following results are obtained:
• The 1-Ioop effective action of the linear (T-model is derived in an arbitrary 
renormalization scheme and shown to be finite when the counterterms calcu­
lated using Feynman diagrams are inserted. The overall result from [43] is also 
reproduced in the renormalization scheme used in that work.
• The pion decay constant and the 7T7t scattering amplitude to 1-loop are extracted 
from the linear cr-model effective action and shown to be identical to the result 
obtained from the Feynman diagrammatic expansion.
• The QHD-III effective action at tree level is shown to reproduce the tree-level 
pion decay constant obtained from Feynman diagrams.
• Using their equations of motion, the vector mesons were explicitly shown to 
decouple from the problem in the limit that their masses go to infinity.
1 Since th e  am p litu d es p resented  in th is  thesis were calcu la ted  in th e  chiral lisnitt only th e  large N c  lim it o f m assless 
QCD could  be d irec tly  com pared.
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Although the QHD-III 1-loop effective action was also calculated, it was not 
made finite using the counterterms obtained from Feynman diagrams, except for the 
coefficient of the kinetic energy of the pion in the chiral lagrangian. The origin of 
this failure is under investigation and is briefly discussed in Appendix C.
There remains a number of areas of theoretical nuclear physics where QHD-III 
could be applied:
• Electromagnetic interactions with hadrons can be investigated by making the 
QHD-III lagrangian gauge-invariant under f /( l)  transformations. In particular, 
electromagnetic exchange currents can be extracted from the tree level interac­
tions of a £/(l) gauge-invariant QHD-III lagrangian and used to calculate the 
contributions coming from vector meson exchange. Also, once the 1-loop ef­
fective action of the QHD-III lagrangian is obtained, the result can be used to 
calculate electromagnetic processes involving pious, as well as the electromag­
netic form factor of the pion itself.
• The strong interaction has a profound influence on the structure and the be­
havior of m atter for systems which in size span more than twenty four orders 
of magnitude. From baryons and mesons whose characteristic length scale is 
10~15m to the equation of state (EOS) of stellar objects such as the sun with a 
diameter =  108m, strong interactions are central to our understanding of these 
objects. Compact stellar objects such as neutron stars are basically big neutron 
nuclei and are the closest thing to nuclear m atter that exists in the universe. 
QHD-III can be used to calculate the EOS of nuclear m atter explicitly includ­
ing the important mesonic degrees of freedom in nuclear physics. This EOS can
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be inserted into the Oppenheimer-Volkoff Eq. [71] to compute the mass of a 
neutron star as a function of the central density of the nuclear matter. This 
would provide an estimate of the effects of vector mesons is such a system.
• An SU(3) x 5f/(3) extension of QHD-III could be used to investigate the prop­
erties of strange nuclear matter. Witten [72] was the first to point out that 
adding strange quarks lowers the Fermi energy of nuclear matter. In light of 
this, it is reasonable to consider the possibility of the existence of bound strange 
nuclear matter [73, 74]. Hadronic models are suitable for the investigation of 
strange nuclear m atter since a QCD description of the interacting many-body 
nuclear problem remains far into the future.
In the final analysis, QHD-III and its possible extensions remain a laboratory for 
the investigation of strong interactions.
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Diagonal QHD-III Lagrangian
The QHD-III lagrangian is given by:
£ / / /  =  +  Ck +  £ h - (A.l)
With the nucleon lagrangian given by:
CN = + i9 vVu + l-g„T • (pM + 7 5a M)]
~ ( M  -  g„a) -  ig ^ s T  ■ n'}\p, (A.2)
The mesonic lagrangian
1
, UP— M i up~ -- r pC*-w = 7;{{9prc' +  gpa a p +  g it' x p j 2 -  m2,7r' • rr#]
1+ -  gpn'  • apf  -  m \a 2)
- g paQa» ■ {dp7r' +  gpaap +  gpn'  x p J
, m l  -  m l '  _ ( —1 , m l  -  m l ‘ I _2  , _ / 2 N 2 ,  a ox+ — ^  <r [a + 7T )  [a +7T j . (A.3)
The kinetic energies of the fields are:
CK = - l- F p„ F ^ + l- m l V pV » - l- R pu- R ^ + l- m l P t t -p»
102
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• A*1" +  m 2 +  <7^o)a M ' a "> ( A -4 )
where the field strengths Fpu, R p„, and A >4„ are those of the u^, the p and the ai 
respectively and are given in Eqs. (1.41) and (4.103).
The Higgs sector is given by:
Ch =  ^(dtfd^ri -  m 2„ r/2) +  ^(dMC3MC ~  m «C2)
+  ^ ( r / 2  +  C2 )](P„ ' p "  +  • a M)
+(<7„mPC +  ^ / O p ,. '
+ i f " 2* ’ -  ^  -  i f " ' + <*> <A-5>
The presence of the bilinear term coupling the a i to the 7r in the mesonic la­
grangian is removed using the change of variables:
9p<To n i / 77la TTlp . .
a M -* a P “I---- T ^ p77 ’ 77 = — 771 m *' =  — m«- (A-6)m j m p m a
Here, m2 =  m 2 +  </2cra and as before cr0 =  M/g*.
After this change of variables, the QHD-III lagrangian becomes:
C m  =  £ j / '  +  +  £ k  +  C h  +  A C / /  +  A C a - u  +  A C k  +  A C h  ( A . 7 )
Here Cj/  and C'a_„ are given by:
C ' n  =  0{*7m[3m +  +  %- g pT ■ { p p +  7 s a #t)]
~ ( M  -  g-ncr) -  i g ^ T  ■ — 7r}0, (A.8)
rnp
and:
1 771
£^-u ,  =  ^ ' [ ( ^ 7r +  <7pcra /i +  Up ~ 7r x  p M ) 2  — m 27r • 7r]
m 771p
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1  11 r\ TTla . 5  o Oi 2  u r  TTLa \+ n l(d^ a ~ 9p w ‘ aP> ~ m*a J “  ^ <7°a  • (ffaM +   7r XI m p m p
m 2 — ^ m 2 (  ni 2 \  m 2 — ,J^ Lm 2 (  m  2\ 2
, <* m p  *  1 2 ,  '  “  1 a  m P /  2  i °  I /  a  r > \+  ; r - s <T o-2 + — 7 T  - a  +  — 7T . (A.9)
2cr0 \  mp J 8 c ro V mp J
The A £ ’s are the extra terms that appear because of the gradient of the pion in the 
change of variables.
The new terms involving the nucleons are:
2
A C #  = ~  ° ^ 7 m75T • dM7n/> (A.10)2 mpm0
The new mesonic terms are:
<7pO~o
'2m2 2(3Mcr -  gp— n  • a„)7r • a 'V  -  ■ dpn)
2mpm a
_3_2
m a
9P--- 7Trnp
t (^ a
\,m p
m
9  p &o o u  [  n  . \  9 p ^ o  n- - a M7 r ( 2 c r a p +  —  7T x p j  T—r0-au
m 
1 ~ ■ m
, 4 ^ 3
9p&0 i n+ —2— (o-a^Tr)2m pm a
m h n 2p  a
a ^ (A.11)
The new terms that stem from the kinetic energies are:
A £ a- = 92p°°
2mpm a
9p<7»
^p(T° au7T X a^ 7T J • /?MI/2a„ x dpir ---------
 ^ m pm a /
+(3^0,, -  a„aM) • (pM x a**- +  a M7r x p u)
4 m ,m a
<7pO’o </\2(p m x a"7r + a^7r x p")
+2(pM x  a^TT +  a^TT x p 1*) • (p^ x a„ -(- d p X p j
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a p x  d un  +  dpi?  x  a „  +  d ^ ir  x  d un
105
<?> o
4 m jm j
(A.12)
The new terms involving the Higgs fields are:
A £ „  = 2mpma ” V /  +  +  ^2)
2a„ • dM7r + -^-Cr° 9m7t • 3M7r 
m pm a
+ 9paortlpTTla
1
TOp£ +  n  <7p*7£ Pp • (A.13)
This lagrangian is to be contrasted with the QHD-III representation given in 
Chapter 3 of this thesis.
A . l  F eynm an  rules
The Feynman rules of the diagonalized lagrangian1 are now given. In the notation 
used for the Feynman rules, the terms in boldface are the vertex contributions coming 
from the terms in the A £ ’s, and the arrows in the boson fields indicate the direction 
of the momenta.
1 T h e  Higgs sec to r is excluded since i t  does not co n trib u te  to  th e  o rder considered  in th is  thesis.
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Propagators
a, i P , j Nucleon: iS^(p)a0 =
a: A(p) = [p2 -  m a] 1
Pion: A '■’{p) =  <PJ[p2 — m*] 1
' W O O S '  p■ w  = ( - i r +  ^S r)
‘ VWVsT O S 'W  = ^  ( - a "  + *£)
VWVV = (-ir+
N ucleon  In te rac tio n s
-H h ln
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£ + f>pa° n  -vM«v_Ta 2inpm09/iT 75^
M esonic Interactions
— 9p{Qp 2 flptTpTHpiria fiabQt*
H,c
— 9 p (-abc{.(lp  k p ) ^a6
gggp 
‘ mj ^abc
gggo €abc(,Q ’ 1'kfi
I
t
>A V:. [r • (? + *0g|gQ — 2q • k M
.)
fc • rq„)
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b,v
O
9 koo
y \
% c,/x
-  -irP-rr —t9peTom Unv^ abc
—  Z -in ilia
M ’k
d, u
2
=  ^ 9 1) , , , 2  9 y .v  ( ^ a b ^ c d  "1“ ^ c b ^ t l d  )
7[^ace^Mc(9(j^v 
"f'^&ae t^/cc (*7 * ^9r/ii/ 
"t"^(lac^6ce (? “
(7, Z/
+  m2m2 [^ace l^icie (<7/1^ 1/ Qukt
~{~^abe^cde(.q * “
"I"fade^c6e (? '
b,v c, /z
m|’9pu^ abc
u)gnv]
. )
9i/^n)
< 7 ^ ) ]
. )
q*kn)
q^ku)]
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A  
/  \
/  \
=  - 2 •  kSab
XV  V
+ 8ac5hd +  8ad8bc)“ o P
— ' r  +  k  • U > ) ( 8 a c ^ b d  +  ^ a d ^ b c )
l n , p
+ (f l • w 4* fc • r ) ( 8 a b & c d  -b 8 a c S b d ) 
+ ( q  • fc +  u> • r ) ( 8 a b 6 c d  +  8 a d 8 bc)] 
* [^ace^kde(*7 • rfc • w -  q  • Cjfc • r) 
+ebaee£ice(^ • fcr • a; — q • wfc • r )  
- h € d a e £ b c e ( q  ’ h r  •  u >  —  q  • r k  • u > ) ]
\
\
/
/
2^ *7 p8ab9tiu 2i£L ^ 0 8ab{Jp v
\  /  
\  /
X
/
/
I
A
\  /  
\  /
\
\
a o
c, a c,^
j A i
*7. 6,i/ a» « rA  6,
-<7M„(fc -  r )a 
+9na{k -  q)u]
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a,f i  b , v  a, [i b , u  a , p  b , v
e , od, a
^Q p\^abc^cde{QnaQu<r Qpo Q u a )  d "  ^aec^cdb{QnaQu<r Q n u Q a a )  d*  ^adc^ceb(^Qpa Qua Qpu
New interactions due to change of variables 
a,/z 6,1/
e
a,/z 6 , t /
ed, a
’ m p „ to  [ e “ bc^cdei^QanQu Q ouQ ti)
~\~(adc^cbei,Q Hi'Qa Q ouQ ti)
+ Q 6 c ^  cac
^~TJT~\-£abc£aie{9<riiQ t' 9<rvQti)2 m pm a I
~\m^ adc^cbei^9^u9tr Q cvQ ti)  
~\~^dbc^cae {Qv h Qu Q a fiQ a))
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\
\
/
/
•c, /i
a„a 0 
mi fa6c(<7 ~  k)n
i \  >1-
6,/z
=  ° [<^a6^cti(^' +  t )h +  <*cb£ad{q  4 - r ) ^  +  5db$ac{k +  <7)m]
+ ^J[c«c&C6rffe(A: • rq^ -  k^q • r) +  eabkecdk(q ■ rk„ -  r^q 
+ e adk£bck{k • rq^ -  r^q  • A;)]
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A .2 C ou n terterm s
112
The counterterm lagrangian2 is obtained in the following way [23]:
•  Count the total number of parameters.
•  Subtract out the divergences from each vertex appearing in the lagrangian. This 
can be done by assigning a counterterm to each vertex which is then rendered 
finite.
• If the total number of counterterms exceeds the total number of parameters, 
there must be relationships between the counterterms which must be derived.
•  Write out the full counterterm lagrangian.
One starts from the QHD-III lagrangian before SSB discussed between Eqs. (1.40) 
through (1.45) of the introduction. The following parameters and fields appear:
{(5,7r,) ; ( ^ , ,^ ) ;(0 L,0fi);<7P; A;v2;/z//; A//} (A. 14)
Note that the masses m„, mp and are all expressed in terms of the above pa­
rameters. In the above set, it is noted that the s and ir fields transform into each 
other under chiral transformations and the left and right fields transform into each 
other under the parity. Fields that transform into each other must have the same 
wave function renormalization.
• There are therefore 8 independent counterterms.
From each field, the divergent part can be extracted in the following manner:
2T h e  nucleon an d  Che fields are excluded from  th is  analysis and m w  =  0 is assum ed.
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Z 1/2(s ,n i) = (1+£*)(*,*•') (A .15)
Z lv/2( l ^ i )  = ( l + S v W i , r l )  (A .16)
Z H 2{(f>L,4>R) =  0  +  f>H)(<t>L,<i>R) ( A .17)
In Eqs. (A .15) through (A.17), the fields are all finite and all the infinities are in 
the counterterms: {Sz ,Sv ,$h }- For each of the vertices that appear in the QHD-III 
lagrangian before SSB, the same procedure is applied. For example, the ssnn  vertex 
in the lagrangian is given by:
. , 6^<tre 2sstttt Vertex = ------ —
2
2
S ' 7T
bare bare
^bare% 2 2
=  (A .1 8 )
In the above, bare means the bare quantity that diverges. All the infinities of this 
vertex are now contained in Ja of Eq. (A.18) which defines it:
5x = \ bareZ 2 - \  (A .19)
For each vertex, the same procedure is applied. In what follows, “M” denotes the 
meson fields (s,7r‘), “V” denotes the vector fields —¥ and “H” denotes
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the Higgs fields (<^£,,0k). One obtains the following counterterms:
(A.20)Sz  =  Z  — 1 M wavefunction renormalization
Sv  =  Z v  — 1 V wavefunction renormalization
8h  = Z h  — 1 H wavefunction renormalization
8X =  AbZ 2 -  A M4 vertex renormalization
- 8 P =  Abv \ Z  -  v 2\ M2 vertex renormalization
8gp =  Z\}  Z g pb — g p VM2 vertex renormalization
5al =  Z v Z g 2pb- g 2p V2M2 vertex renormalization
c ^ 3 / 2
“ 3 v ~  Z\r g Pb ~  g P V3 vertex renormalization
8V> =  z w pb -  g] V4 vertex renormalization
89H =  Z n Z v g 2p6 -  g\ V2H2 vertex renormalization
8P» = Z h pU  — Ph H2 vertex renormalization
8 \ h =  — A2H H4 vertex renormalization
Here, the subscript 6 means bare. Twelve counterterms were introduced and are
defined by the above relations. Note that the power of Z 1^ 2 are given by the powers
of the corresponding field M, V or H.
These 12 counterterms can not be independent since there are only 8 fields and 
parameters that can absorb divergences. Indeed, relations can be found between the 
counterterms by taking total differentials of the above equations and inspecting the 
results.
The relations between the counterterms are:
g2p8 z  =  2 gP8gp - 8 g2 (A.21)
g2 8 v  =  '2gP8gv — Syi (A.22)
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S31 ~ 59h -  9\{&z - & h ) (A.23)
~  =  dli^z  -  5v) (A.24)
The spontaneous symmetry breaking of the lagrangian can now proceed with the 
following result for the counterterm lagrangian after the change of variables (A.6):
c s = C i_ w + CsK + CsH (A.25)
With:
£*5"a— w ^-d»<rd,l<r -  ^ c r 2 -  | Sxa \ a 2
+ y ^ 7 T  • <9M 7 T  -  ^ ( 5 V *  +  CT2 J a ) 7 T 2
+cr0(8v* +  crl8x)cr +  J,\cr0o-3 
+5\cr0(T-K2 -  ^  (7T4 +  <r4 + 2<T27r2) -  5gpcr0a „ •
+Sgp(crall • d“ir -■* a^- d*cr) + 5gpir • x c^ 7r 
+^3a |  - cr0craM • a" + (cr -  a , , ) ^  -7r x p "
+  ^ [(a  ^ • 7r)2 + (p„ x 7r)2] |  (A.26)
The kinetic energy counterterm lagrangian is given by:
CK = -  3„a^)2 +  +  - y - 1)  a »a *
~  d*P»)2 +
+7;&gv[(dna » ~  • (pM x a"  +  a M x p")
+{d»P» ~  d v p j  ■ (Pu x P" +  a M x a")]
1- ■ ^ [ ( p '1 x a"  +  a "  x p*')2 +  (p* x p" +  a? x a")2] (A.27)
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The Higgs field counterterm lagrangian is given by:
. 2 '
C h =
+ +
( 5 h 3
I  2 * 3\ ,
3 3 m.
+2£  [ * * ■ -  M Sx" ) "  -  ~  < t h “”e  ~
+  «4) +  %  +  r f  +  e )  K  +  Pi)
& \ H m p 3
4  9»
9H m .r t  +  2-^E, ) a M • p» (A.28)
The counterterm lagrangian displayed here is the one corresponding to the undiag- 
onalized QHD-III lagrangian. After the change of variables (A.6), there are extra 
counterterm interactions that appear. As discussed in Chapter 2, it is easier to 
renormalize amplitudes in the undiagonalized lagrangian because one preserves cur­
rent conservation at every step.
The Feynman rules for the counterterm lagrangian can be simply obtained by 
comparing terms between the QHD-III lagrangian and the counterterm lagrangian. 
These Feynman rules will only differ by factors that can be determined by inspection. 
This is true for all of the vertices except for the bilinear term that couples the 
to the pion in the counterterm lagrangian. The Feynman rule for that counterterm 
interaction is:
p
a,/i 6
We are now in a position to list the diagrams that contribute to tttt scattering 
and the pion decay constant to 1-loop in the linear <r-model and QHD-III. In what
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follows, the counterterm interactions will always be superimposed with a cross within 
a circle as above.
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A .3 D iagram s in th e  lin ear cr-model
cnrn
 1__ )-------------- Tg)-------
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These twenty diagrams are the only ones that contribute to nn scattering in the 
linear cr-model, including the counterterms.
• The first six diagrams are the irreducible diagrams of the pion 4-point function.
• The next six diagrams are the irreducible diagrams of the cr7T7r vertex.
• The next four diagrams are the irreducible diagrams of the a propagator.
• The next two diagrams are the 1-point a functions.
• The last two diagrams are the irreducible diagrams of the pion external legs.3
In the chiral limit, there will come no contribution from pion tadpoles in dimen­
sional regularization.
Once calculated, these 1-loop diagrams can be combined in the following manner 
to yield the irn scattering amplitude:
The sum of all these diagrams, and all possible permutations of the irreducible 
vertices, yields the tttt scattering amplitude in the chiral limit of the linear <7-model 
that was discussed in Chapter 2.
3T h ere  is a n o th e r  d iag ram  w ith a  a  loop th a t  does not co n trib u te  to  th e  ex te rn a l leg and  which is o m itted .
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The pion decay constant to 1-loop can also be calculated using the following 
Feynman rule for the destruction of a pion by the axial current here denoted as X:
••— ►  -X = <r0(l + 5z )Pp
The 1-loop diagrams that contribute to pion decay in the linear a-model are now 
given by:
>
/
1  ^ <5$
V  1
I I
 t  X  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This sum yields the pion decay constant discussed in Chapter 2.
A .4  D iagram s in  Q H D -III
The 7T7T scattering amplitude will get corrections due to the exchange of the p and 
ai vector mesons. There are fifty diagrams that contribute which are divided into 
four classes:
• ®(9p) diagrams that come strictly from the a pion sector. These diagrams 
exist because of the change of variables (A.6). 0 (g p) interactions come from 
two places: the gradient of the pion in (A.6), and the rescaling of the pion by 
m a/ m p. The factor m,t =  yjrn2 + gja0 must be expanded to 0 (g p) and these 
terms must be included.
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• a i exchange.
• p exchange.
• Counterterms.
These sets of diagrams are listed in turn.
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Sigm a pion sector
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a\ sector
'V V" o'\
i i
i i
JL A
V O
O  1-0 I
\  /
Y Y
: : i'
A A A
V v v y '
\  ✓ \  /  I I
X  XV v* V I I
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p  sector
< O T 5 0 a > '
■ < m m >
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C ounterterm s
A.
r
i
A
®r
■0
V
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A ppendix B
Pionic Terms D ue to Higgs
When retaining the Goldstone boson x ! *n the model, the following extra terms 
appear:
A-C'h =  • 0*Y  +  <P ,  ■ x ' -  x ' ■ a „ 0 “r! -  X ■ p „ 3 “( )  ( B . l )
+ f  x '  x p, ■ s-x' -  9-^ -v x a +  f  x 'V , + pi)
-  X'! (C2 +  I 2) -  ^ P r x ' 4- (B-2)16?7jJ 3‘2mJ
When gp<To/mair is substituted for the x ! *n Eq. (B.l), the result is:
2ma
, f o l  m b  2 , f a t  I t  2 i 2 \
+ ^ ,r * f ,  ■ -  Z T T 1 ’!’  +  £ 2 *  K  +  p;)2771^  M 477i^  nip 8ml
- P r h ^ c  +  *2) - (B.4)16777^771  ^ 3 2 m j m '
It is seen that the interactions in (B.3) are at least of order g*. In particular, the 
terms in the parentheses of the first line of (B.3) are the only ones of 0{g*), and
126
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they all involve the Higgs fields; the contributions of these terms can be minimized 
by making the Higgs fields very heavy.
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Effective A ction N otes
C .l  E q u ation  for
The function containing the unitary logs in the effective action is given by:
J  M y  { A / H W r j W I  -  j 4 , ( z  -  3 / ) [ 5 - " ( x ) o ~ f ( ! / ) ] }  (C.l)
where is given by Eq. (4.30), a is given by Eq. (4.66) and:
r e - i l ( x - y)
-  J * ‘r - w  + i '  ( C ' 2 )
Z,t was calculated and verified the result obtained by Gasser and Leutwyler.
C .2 B r ie f  d iscu ssion  on th e  ca lcu la tion  o f  th e  Q H D -III ef­
fec tiv e  action
The 1-loop effective action of QHD-III was also calculated by the author, but the 
results were not displayed because they could not be renormalized unlike the 1-
128
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loop 7r7r scattering amplitude calculated in QHD-III using Feynman diagrams. The 
nature of the difficulty in the renormalization of the QHD-III 1-loop effective action 
is under investigation. The author is currently rederiving the result obtained in an 
independent fashion from the first calculation. The calculation is very complex, and 
it is possible that despite all the checks that were used along the way to obtaining a 
final result, a simple algebraic mistake remains buried in the calculation that prevent 
its renormalization. The possibility of a conceptual and formal reason for the failure 
to reproduce the renormalized 7T7r scattering amplitude derived using a Feynman 
diagrammatic expansion in QHD-III is also being considered. It is possible that the 
approach used in the linear cr-model requires modifications before it can be applied 
to QHD-III.
One possibility being looked at relates to the basis vectors along which the pion 
field fluctuates. As discussed in Chapter 4, a representation of the fluctuation basis 
vectors can lead to terms that are not parity-invariant in a gauge-invariant lagrangian 
if the basis vectors are not themselves parity eigenstates. In contrast to the linear 
<7-model, the gauge fields of QHD-III are dynamical fields and also fluctuate about 
their classical fields which satisfy their equations of motion. These classical fields 
can also be expressed in terms of the pion field as discussed in Chapter 4. In the 
pionic effective action obtained by re-expressing all of the heavy fields in terms of the 
pion field, there still remains the question of which representation of the fluctuation 
basis vectors should be used. The substitution of the representation of the basis 
vectors which are parity eigenstates leads to terms that are not globally invariant 
under SU{2)l x  S(J(2)r [an example of which is ( c ^ e , -  • d^i/)(£,- • □£/)]. Which 
representation of the fluctuation basis vectors should be used is a formal issue that
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could be at the origin of the difficulties encountered in the derivation of the QHD-III 
effective action.
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